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U.S. car
sales show
sharp fall

DETROIT. Nov. 25 <R) — The three

major U.S. car manufacturers Tuesday
reported their worst mid-November sales

figures since 1959 and General Motors
Chairman Roger Smith declared that the

industry faced catastrophic conditions.

Smith said in Los Angeles that a con-

tinuing decline in the industry could mean
the Foss cf hundreds of thousands ofjobs.
He urged an immediate start of new

contract negotiations with the United

Auto Workers Union, whose current

three- year contract expires next year.

Employees wages and benefits had risen

“to a point where they present a problem
of almost catastrophic proportions to our

industry."

GM reported mid-November sales

down 33 percent from the same period last

year, and Ford and Chrysler both reported

sales down 24 percent for the period.

Smith said labor costs at General

Motors are over 88 percent higher than

those of Japanese competitors anJ
declared: “We can't hope to compete in

world markets with such a handicap."

He said the auto workers union must

agree to wage concessions, “however
painful." if GM. the nation's largest car-

maker. was to continue operating in North
America.

C*M said new car sales in the November
1 1-20 period fell to 89.7JJ7 from 133.890

units 1 3 si year. Truck sales fell 21.8 per-

cent for the period to 22.767. For the year

to date. GM reported car sales down 7.1

percent and truck sales 10 percent lower.

Ford said its mid- November domestic

car sales dropped to 37.001 units from

48.407, anil truck sales were down 33.1

percent. Car sales were 22.5 percent lower

for the year and truck sales were down by

29.2 percent.

Chrysler said it sold 17,089 cars in

mid-November, compared with 22.622 a

yearaco. and 4.781 trucks, compared with

6.289~

India ready

to discuss
no-war offer
NEW DELHI. Nov. 25 (AFP) — India

Wednesday announced it was willing to dis-

cuss Pakistan's no- war pact offer, but insisted

talks should be based on New Delhi" s similar

proposals in 1949. two years after both

nations became independent.

Foreign Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao told

parliament Wednesday India stood hv the

offer made then by Jawaharlal Nehru. India's

first prime minister, “with no variations, no

exceptions and no conditions."

India's repeated efforts to sign a pact, he

added, had invariably drawn a negative

response from Pakistan in the past.

Pakistani President Muhammad Zia

LH- Haq has spoken for the last two months of

a no-war pact offer to India, though New
Delhi saiJ ii only received such an offer, in

official form, on Nov. 22.

Rao today accused Pakistan of making the

offer during the 1981 U.S. congressional

hearings on an American- Pakistani arms

deal.

He recalled that a Pakistani spokesman on
Sept. 15 announced acceptance of ihe U.S.

arms package, had concluded, a paragraph of-

the statement suggested Pakistan's readiness

to talk with India on a no-war pact.

“It was obviously difficult to take this as a

basis for a proper response from the govern-

ment of India”. Rao said.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, who is also

defense minister, told the house here India

had taken steps to ensure defense prepara-

tion in response to Pakistan's acquisition of

modem arms and equipment.

“Available information indicates that

negotiations on the Washington- Islamabad

arms deal have recently been finalized." Mrs.

Gandhi said.

“ The deal is reported to include the supply

oftanks, armored personnel carriers, aircraft,

anti-tank weapons, destroyers and naval mis-

siles.
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EEC summit to focus

on settling budget row
LONDON. Nov. 25 fR| — European

Common Market leaders will try Thursday io

agree on budget guidelines in efforts io end a
cash dispute that has split the lU-nation

community. Although there are hopes that

some basic principles may be settled at a
London summit meeting, officials said (here

was little prospect a final solution would be
agreed upon. (Related story on page 1(9.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
will press for “solid progress” on the thorny

budget issue before Britain gives up the

Cotnriion Market presidency in five weeks.

But British diplomats said, that, even if

guidelines are agreed upon, there was only a

slim chance that funding details would be
worked out in time to meet a year-end dead-

line.

The European Economic Community
(EEC) set the target date for solution of the

budget controversy when it agreed last year

to pay Britain a substantial rebate from
community funds.

Both Britain and West Germany argue

they are paying too much into the 525- billion

annual budget and that the EEC is squander-

ing money on hefty subsidies for farmers.

The demand for budget reform is being

resisted by France. Denmark. Ireland and
other countries which benefit heavily from

EEC handouts designed to keep farm prices

steady.

The prolonged effort to find a lasting solu-

tion will be the key issue at the two-day sum-
mit.

Government chiefs will also discuss

East- West relations, prospects for U.S.-

Soviet arms talks starting next week, the

Middle East. Poland, and plans for closer

political cooperation.

Foreign ministers of the in nations failed

to take the budget problem forward in three

vla>s of talks last week, and budget ministers

spent 1 n hours arguing over priorities before

they agreed in Brussels early Wednesday on
funding for 1982.

Mrs Thatcher is particularly anxious for a

quick solution because she wants to cut Bri-

tain’ s contributions' and is seeking a political

success to crown Britain's six-month presi-

dency. Be' : yin ta;. s over the E’7'" leader-
ship . dull I .

I would not like to give a clear prediction

where it wifi ail end." a British official said.

The British government hoped the summit
would at least agree on guidelines setting out

the basis on which budget contributions

would be levied in the future.

It this could be achieved, government
leaders would be able to instruct officials to

speed up work on details.

But it was possible the problem would still

he there when the European Council, the

EECs highest body, holds its next thrice-

yearly summit in March, the official said.

Another British official said Britain would
press for "real decisions, not a cosmetic con-

sensus.”

A West German diplomat said Chancellor

Helmut Schmidt would ask for a” significant"

cut in Bonn's contributions.

West Germany is the biggest net con-

tributor to the budget, followed by Britain.

While British payments are now much lower

than expected. Bonn's payments are rising.

All other EEC members get more out of the

budget than they pay in.

British experts believe the present funding

mechanism will force Britain to pay more in

1982 unless action is taken soon to revise the

rules.

Greece's Socialist Prime Minister Andreas
Papandreaou. elected on an anti-EEC ticket

in a landslide victory last month, will he
unending his first community summit.

He is plannine to call a national referen-

dum to decide whether Greece, the EECs
newest member, should leave the community
over a battle for more cash from EEC funds.

He is first expected to seek new terms for

membership.
EEC officials said the government leaders

would ask Schmidt for a briefing on Soviet

President Leonid Brezhnev's visit to Bonn,
which ended Wednesday.
The Soviet leader resisted Schmidt's

demands for deep cuts in Soviet-based

medium- range missiles, and the summit will

consider what Brezhnevs stand means for

U.S.- Soviet missile negotiations opening in

Geneva on Monday.
Five EEC countries — Belgium, Britain.

West Germany, Italy and the Netherlands—
are due to receive new U.S. missiles unless a

reduction agreement is reached before

1983.

EEC officials said the summit would prob-

ablv take a cautious line on the Middle East.

Fez summit opens

Arabs urged to unite

FAHD IN FEZ: Crown Prince Fafad Is

shown here upon his arrival in Fez, Mor-
roco for the Arab summit where his Middle
East peace plan is one of the topics on the
agenda

FEZ. Nov. 25 ( Agencies) — Morocco's

King Hassan II formally opened the 12th

summit meeting of the Arab League Wed-
nesday with a plea to the Arab leaders to

overcome their differences.

Addressing the Arab leaders in the ornate

royal palace in Fez, Hassan said “we are

meeting in delicate circumstances at a very

serious, decisive moment for the entire Arab
nation." He exhorted the representatives of

the Arab countries and the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization to drop their differences

and present to the world “an Arab nation of

ever greater maturity, wisdom and responsi-

bility .”

“Our views appear to be divergent and
contradictory, but these differences are

merely superficial because we are all united

in seeking the same objective— the restora-

tion of Arab rights in equity and justice,’' he

said.

Syrian President Hafez Assad, who has

Brezhnev visit ends

Bonn, Moscow fail to bridge missile gap
BONN, Nov. 25 <R) — Soviet Leader

Leonid Brezhnev flew home Wednesday
after a three-day working visit to Bonn which
highlighted stark differences between East

and West on how to curb a nuclear arms
build-up in Europe.
The 74-year-old Kremlin chief was seen

off from Cologne-Bonn airport by West
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, with
whom he had held nearly nine hours of dis-

cussions.

In a joint communique issued just before

he left, the two countries declared that immi-
nent U.S.-Soviet talks on limiting medium-
range nuclear arms in Europe should aim for

an East- West balance “at the lowest possible

level.”

But the eight-page statement made clear

that Brezhnev and Schmidt, who had set out
to interpret the Western standpoint,j:ould
only agree to differ on how accord should be
achieved.

In a speech on Monday Brezhnev dismis-

suggested by President Reagan ahead of the

Geneva negotiations, which start next Mon-
day.

. The proposal would commit Moscow to

dismantling its medium-range missiles aimed
at Western Europe if NATO dropped plans

to deploy Cruise and Pershing-2 missiles

from 1983.

Instead, Brezhnev renewed an offer

already rejected by NATO for an East- West
deployment freeze during the negotiations—
a move he said could be coupled with unilat-

eral Soviet reductions as an “advance" on an
eventual arms pact.

The gulf between the two positions 'was

reflected explicitly in the. communique which
said “differences of opinion" existed bet- .

ween the two countries on related problems.

It said: “They take the view that the crea-

tion of balance at the lowest possible level, in

the field of the weapons which wiD be the

--subject of the talks, is of great importance for

consolidating stability and international sec-"
-- •

—
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,rs" and that all efforts must be made to

Japanese journalist gives

new twist to the Alien affair
TOKYO. Nov. 25 (R) — A Japanese jour-

nalist whose magazine paid U.S. Presidential

Adviser Richard Allen a S1.U0U honorarium
for an interview she had with Nancy Reagan-
said Wednesday a promised receipt to show
ihe money had been paid to charity had never

arrived.

Fuvuko Kamisaka. who interviewed Mrs.

Reagan Iasi Jan. 21 for the womens
magazine Shafu -No -Tomo, said in a signed

article in the Asahi weekly that Allen had
promised the money would be donated to

charity and a receipt forwarded.
Allen. President Reagan's national sec-

urity adviser, has acknowledged receiving

S lJiUH from the magazine after he arranged
the interview.

Miss Kamisaka. a critic and a freelance

journalist, said a brown envelope containing
li> SI DO bills had been handed to Allen
immediately after the interview by Chizuko
Takase. wife of professor Tamolsu Takase. a
long-time friend of Allen. Mrs. Takase was
interpreter at the interview, which was also

attended by Kavoko Kimoto. the magazine's
assistant editor.

“Mr. Allen said the money would be
donated to charity and the receipt, which I

Police admit Broglie case cover-up
PARIS. N'ov. 25 (AFP) — The scandal-

packed trial of four men accused of the mur-
der of Prince Jean de Broglie entered a new
phase in its fourth week here Wednesday, as
the first of Inn witnesses was called.

Former Premier Raymond Barns, former
Interior Minister Michel Pomiakowski. and
senior police officers are among the witnes-
ses. and there is a possibility former President

Valery Giscard J" Estaing will also he called.

The first witness was Pierre Ottavioli. the

inspectoraeneralof the French Police Force,

who was head of the criminal police when
Prince de Broglie was shot in a Paris street in
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Four days after the murder. Inspector

'General Ottavioli announced jointly with

Pontiakowksi that the murder had been sol-

ved and the four guilty men arrested.

But asJudge Andre Giresse stated last Fri-

day. the “de Broglie affair" was in fact the
” French Watergate" and senior police offic-

ers had been covering up the real facts.

In court Wednesday Commissaire
Ouaviolo admitted one cover-up operation

for which he was responsible — he failed to

give the examining magistrate on the case at

the time. Guy Floch. a police report warning

that de Broglie's life was in danger three

months before the shooting.

He told the court that he did not hand in

the report as “it was absolutely necessary to

protect our informer'.

But he said that he did tell Judge Floch
about a report that the prince was involved in

forged French treasury bonds.
This is the first mention in court of a sup-

posed murder motive, that de Broglie was
killed by a gang handling these bonds.
The“de Broglie" affair is considered to be

ihe most tangled crime of Giscard J* Estaing'

s

seven-year presidency, mainly because of the

prince's social and political status.

He was the head ofone of the most aristoc-

ratic families in France, and was co-founder
with if Estaing of the independent Republi-
can Party.

Pierre De Varga, the prince's financial

adviser, is accused of ordering police inspec-

tor Guy Simone to hire Gerard Freche for

50.000 francs (about S9.000) to shoot the

prince. These three, with a minor fourth

accomplice, are in the dock.

myself asked for. would be sent later. The
receipt has not arrived to this date,*’ Miss

Kamisaka added.

She also,wrote that Allen had said the hon-

orarium could not be accepted by a person in

the White House.

Miss Kamisaka said two detectives from

Tokyo Metropolitan Police . Agency had
come to see her on Oct. 31 and asked if the

envelope contained $10,000 rather than

$1,000.

“I was confident the money was $1,000
because the magazine at the stage ofprepara-
tion said it would cancel the interview if an
honorarium should exceed $ 1 ,000," she said.

Miss Kamisaka said Allen initially

arranged for the meeting to take place at the

Reagans' California house when Reagan was
still president-elect and he himself was still a

private citizen. She added that tbe interview

had been delayed apparently because of
transfer business.

Miss Kamisaka said she had presented

Mis. Reagan with a black lacquered statio-

nary box, bought for 60.000 yen ($279), as a
personal gift from herself and Mrs. Takase.
She and professor Takase had bought the

box. which according to the White House had
been sent to the national Archives, she
added.

“We also bought two Japanese-made
ladies' watches, each priced at about 30.000
yen ($ 1 39), at Tokyo's new international air-

port before departure.' They were left with

Mrs. Takase who wanted to make them a
personal gift to Mrs. Allen." she said..

* Eighteen democratic senators urged the

Reagan administration Tuesday to appoint a

special prosecutor to investigate Allen's

receipt of $1,000.
In a letter to Attorney-General William

French Smith, the senators said Smith had
commined a“dear and flagrant violation” of
a law passed in the aftermath of the Water-
gate bugging scandal by promising to hold his

own investigation.

%2m stolen on flight

fromNewYork to Seoul
SEOUL, Nov. 25, (R) — Thieves substi-

tuted worthless paper notes for two million

dollars in cash flown form New York to Seoul
for a Korean bank, officials said Wednesday.

Five bags which were supposed to contain

the money bought by the state-run Korean
Exchange Bank f KEB) arrived on a top sec-

urity Sight, but wads of paper representing

hundred dollar bills bad been exchanged for

the cash. KEB offidals said.

The theft was discovered when the paper
"money" — cut to size and neatly stacked

and counted — arrived at Seoul's Kimpo
Airport on Nov. 12. The Korean Airlines

plane had refueled at Fairbanks. Alaska.

South Korean police said they believed the

money bags had been tampered with before
tbe plane arrived here. The KEB bought the

dollars from the Republic National Bank of
New Yourk.

reach a corresponding agreement."

Brezhnev's visit, the target of protests in

Bonn by thousands of Afghan exiles, was his

first to a Western country since tbe Kremlin
sent troops into Afghanistan in December,
1979.

Tbe communique said Moscow and Bonn
both wanted to see a political solution in that
country, but at the same time “ they set out in

detail their differing positions."

Informed sources said the original Soviet

draft of the statement did not mention
Afghanistan at all, and the passage was
apparently included under West German
pressure.

Although Bonn feels East-West relations

still suffer from the impact .of the Soviet
intervention, the communique contained a

joint commitment to press ahead with
detente — a word which had largely disap-

peared from Schmidt's political vocabulary.

The chancellor and Brezhnev agreed that

in the present world situation “contacts bet-

ween the leading statesmen in East and West
are particularly important," it said.

“They expressed their conviction that

everything must be done to retain and streng-

then tbe policy ofdetente and of peaceful and
equnable cooperation on a long-term basis."

tbe communique said.

Both countries agreed that continuing tbe
process begun at the 1975 European security

conference was a central element of that pol-

icy. it said.

The communique indicated that tbe Soviet

Union had gone along with West German
calls for a drive to achieve “substantive

results" at the Madrid follow-up conference
by the year's end.

reversed a decision to attend the summit, was

represented by Foreign Minister Abdul-

Halim Khaddam.
Kenya's President Daniel Arap Moi. ihe

current chairman of the Organization of

African Unity (OAU) who was invited to

attend as a guest proposed that the Arab
League should help find a settlement to the

six-year-old war in the former western Sah-

ara.

It was the first time that the protracted

conflict over tbe future of the former Spanish

Sahara territory had been formally placed

before the Arab League, to which all the

governments involved belong.

At the OAUs summit conference in

Nairobi Kenya, last June, King Hassan
proposed a ceasefire between the Algerian

and Libyan backed Poiisario independence
movement and Moroccan forces, followed by
an internationally-controlled referendum
among the territory's 199.000 inhabitants to

determine whether they wished to remain
part of Moroccoor form an independent state

under Poiisario leadership.

The OAU unanimously approved the

king's proposal, but subsequently became
bogged down — in dissension over how to

carry it out.

Addressing the summit on behalf of the

OAU, Arap Moi said he recognized that the

Sahara conflict has witherto been regarded as

an African rather than an Arab problem.

He noted, however, that the African organ-
ization had made little progress toward a set-

tlement in the six months since its Nairobi
summit ami added: “ft is evident that the
Sahara is essentially an Arab problem and 1

appeal to the Arab League to collaborate
with us and do everthing in its power to help
tbe OAU find a solution.”

Meanwhile, the resolution committee
appointed by the foreign ministers who drew
up the agenda for their leaders lias completed
its work and the texts of the various resolu-
tions to be taken by the summit.

The foreign ministers agreed to submit the

proposed Saudi Arabian peace plan in its

original form to be reviewed during the sum-
mit.

Apart from the plan, the aeendi connin'
21 topics including the Israeli aggression in

Lebanon and attacks on tbe Palestinains

there, the Arab- Israeli conflict and the fun-

damental topic of joint Arab action.

Other topics include: Arab support to the

Palestinians in the occupied land; military

balance and options and the proposed
American-Jsraeli strategic alliance; Euro-
pean participation in the Sinai peace force

and the American reactors supplied to Israel.
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Riyadh becomes Bonn’s
leading trade partner

By AJan Kenny

JEDDAH. Nov. 25 — Agreements
reached for providing West German techni-

cal educational assistance to Saudi Arabia,
during the recentjoint cum mission talks reaf-

firm the close ties between the two countries,

according to Hans Henner Vaubel-economic
counselor at the Embassy of the Federal-

Republic of Germany here.

According to report on the meetings,

which- were held earlier this month, Saudi

Arabia is the most important economic part-

ner for West Germany in the Middle East.

West Germany Imports 31 percent of its oil

needs from the Kingdom. Germany to date

has become a significant partner in technical

assistance to Saudi Arabia with a strengthen-

ing of ties not only in the traditional area of

trade, but also in the modern elements of

industrial investment, technical cooperation,

transfer of technology and educational train-

ing.

Two agreements were signed at the end of

the sessions. One called for cooperation in

vocational training and technical assistance in

the various industrial fields, and the other

provided for the establishment of a SR1D
million company to be named the Saudi-

German Company for Development and
Investments.

The goal of the investment company is to

facilitate participation of small and medium-
sized firms in capital and business interests in

the market, with a possible benefit of the

transfer of technology.

Other areas of agreement Highlighted by
the talks include cooperation in gas and min-

eral resources. With regard to liquefied pet-

roleum gas (LPG), Germany is aware of the

importance of local use and petrochemical

needs, a report on the talks said. A West

German group recently was established to

plan the necessary infrastructure for an LPG
terminal and pipeline, the report added.

West German proposals during the confer-

ence called for closer technological coopera-
tion in research in methods for the explora-

tion of hydrocarbons, producing synthetic

liquid hydrocarbons and mining in the Red
Sea.

In technical education cooperation, efforts

were extended to new institutions, schools

and programs. The Ministry of Public Works
and the Saudi Arabian Standards Organiza-

tion expressed a desire for more experts in

the field of materials testing.

Farsi concludes pact with Manila
By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH.Nov. 25 — Philippines First

Lady Mrs. Imelda Marcos and Sheikh

Muhammad Said Al- Farsi, mayor ofJeddah,

have signed a declaration making Jeddah and

Metro Manila sister cities. Mrs. Marcos

signed the declaration in her capacity as gov-

ernor of Metro Manila, according to a

phflipines enbassy press release Wednesday.

After the signing ceremony Farsi said that

more job opportunities await Filipinos in

Jeddah. He promised to hire more Filipinos

because of “ my fruitful visit and the perfor-

mance of the Filipinos in Jeddah".

Before coming to Manila. Farsi paid a

four- day visit to Taiwan where he was deco-

rated by Foreign Minister Chu Fu-sung, in

recognition of his contributions to the friend-

ship between China and the Kingdom.

Solaim signs

contracts for
SR223m silos
RIYADH. Nov, 25 fSPA) - Com-

merce Minister Dr. Soliman A. Solaim
signed Wednesday two contracts worth
SR223 million for building additional

|

grain silos in Riyadh and Qasim.

The Riyadh contract cost SR 126 mil-
j

lion and calls for building additional silos

with a capacity of 80.000 tons in Riyadh.
It also incorporated an unloading device

which can handle eight trucks at a time

with a capacity of 800 tons per hour.

Qasim's contract, worth SR97 million.
j

will provide a 75,000-ton storage capacity

to the existing grain silos project, in addi-
'

tion to a six-truck, 400-ton unloading]
facility.

Solaim revealed after signing the con-
tracts that more projects for building grain
silos are being considered for Hail, Jouf,

Wadi AI-Dawasir. Referring to the two
contracts, the minister said they will con-
tribute to increased domestic grain pro-
duction which surpasses the capacity of
the existing facilities.

He added that the incentive prices at

which the ministry buys local produce is

"very encouraging, and amounts to five

times the cost of imported wheat."
Dr. Ahmad Shinnawi, director general

of the Grain Silos and Flour Mills Corpo-
ration. said the increase in local produc-
tion came as a result of the incentive prices

paid by the corporation. He added that the
grain is purchased by the GSFMC
immediately after its cultivation sparing

farmers the hazards of damage. The prices

offered by the corporation are fixed in

order to project the local farmers against

the flactuations of the international mar-
ket, he said.

taWWVll ,, - * 1 —

Minister upholds election to IMCO board
RIYADH, Nov. 25 (SPA) — Saudi

Arabia's election to the 24-member board of

the International Maritime Consultancy

Organization (IMCO) is a great gam for the

Kingdom and vivid example of its interna-

tional position. Communications Minister

Sheikh Hussein Mansouri said Wednesday.

The minister said that the huge maritime

facilities carried out by the Kingdom during

the past few years have increased the number

of ships registered in its name. Saudi

Arabian-registered vessels now number 272

with a total cargo capacity of 3.7 million tons.

The Kingdom is participating with other

Arab countries in establishing maritime

companies, Mansouri added. These include

the United Arab Shipping Company in which

Saudi Arabia has 1 1 ships out of a total 60.

The country also is a partner to the Arab

Tanker Company which operates 10 tankers

with a combined capacity of 2.5 million tons.

Mansouri added that the state has contri-

buted 25 percent of the National Saudi Ship-

ping Company's SR500 million. The com-

pany is expected to increase its capital to SR2
billion, the minister said.

He also referred to the Kingdom's efforts

Saudi-Finnish

sports talks open
RIYADH, Nov. 25 (SPA) — a sports and

youth committee formed by the Saudi-
Finnish Joint Commission opened its meet-
ings here Tuesday to discuss a number of
issues related to sports.

Ibrahim Al-Shami, head of the Saudi
delegation, said that the committee has
endorsed the recommendations passed by the
joint commission. He described the recom-
mendations as a “ good step" for cooperation
in youth and sports affairs between the two
countries.** We hope these recommendations
will materialize in togrearercooperarion he
said.

tocooperate with Arab and Islamic organiza-

tion with the aim of developing maritime

transport and providing the opportunity for

Arab and Islamic fleets to play a part in

transporting their foreign trade.

In this context, the Kingdom's efforts con*

tributed to the preparation of the Islamic

Shipping Federation's charter. The charter

was approved by the Third Islamic Summit of

Taif, and Jeddah was chosen for the com-

pany's headquarters, Mansouri said.

The 121-member IMCO is one of the

United Nations specialized organization

am
Arabian BulkTnut* Ltd.

BULK& BAGGED
CEMENT

AND
A reliable source for ail your

cement requirements.

*AII kinds of cement.

•Prompt supply.

A1MT Your friend in at! your
cementneeds.

established ixv195K, the minister said, h sum
at promoting communications and coopers

' tion among governments in maritime mat
tors, in addition to achieving maritime safetj

improving shipping efficiency, protecting th

environment and preventing pollution.

Mansouri reaffirmed that the Kingdor
represented by the Commumcaiiom Minis

try. willcontinueto supporttheorgahtotipn
concerned with shipping. It will ettend-tbei

meetings and endorse tmentatkuMl agree
ments that are in conformity with the King

dom’s interests, he said.
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Tbeternsttoni! Go,

for Building Materials Ltd.

OFFERS YOU THE BEST BUY
IN

' Building Materials,
'

Access and Support -

Scaffolding, FormworV
and Concrete Additi ves.

Why bother elsewhere...

; HUY tBIBS* / .

Eastern Province:

P.O.Box 2194. Al Khobar
Tel: (031 8640461/8640665

Western Province:

P.O.Box 8776. Jeddah

Central Province:

P.O.Box 16896, Riyadh

8645351/8648302/8649774. Tel: (02) 6519524/6519764 .
Tel: (OH 47B6W8/4789323

Telex: 670354 SABUT SJ.

670427 SAYAHI SJ.
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The Caterpillar966C has long

setunmatched standards of value. Now Caterpillar

raises these standards higherwith the new 966D.

87“*more breakout force 22,012 kg 11,585 kg

17^ morehorsepower 200 hp 170Kp

26% morereach 1090mm 860mm
15% more weight 19,600kg 16,700 kg

4T‘ fewer grease points - easier to maintain

The new966D is betterby design, givingyou

15% to35% more production than the 966C.

The new966D:YourNo. 1 value from the leader

in earthmoving and material handling equipment.
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JEDDAH: P.O. Bus I MS, Kilo 5. Mecca
RwjJ.Tcl •6876366. Tlx: 401042.

RIYADH: I*.O Box M4, Kiln 17, North
Khurju Road, Tel: 4647263/464725 7/

4647246, Tl x • 201 1 29.

DAMMAM: I’.O. Box 579, Al Khaldia
Area,Teh ft? 22593'8322595/83 26 5 59,
Tlx: 601080.

JUBAIL I'.O. Box 184, Tel:34 17349,
Tlx: 632011.

CitiTpft p anfffl J"' Tr Cant** Traior u>

GASSIM: EEHanl
P.O. Box 987.

- ~
Medina Road, (Near Airport f.

TABUK: P.O. Box 461, Tel' J21 1 426,
TU: 821085.

MEDINA:HO. Box 28 16, Tel: 8225483.
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JAN. 25 & 26,082

Dammam,Sad Arabia

TAMIMI AUCTIONEERS will conduct a large

Construction Equipment, New Automobile and Truck
Auction for Area Contractors. Many items are new or

like new. For information concerning this Auction or
a color brochure contact:

MR. ABDUL RAHMAN AL-AJAJ1
MR. M. W. S. JILAN1

MR. DAN MEAD
MR. TRES CARPENTER

8645856
8641384
8641128
8642912

8948222
8948222

Division of Tamimi Commercial
Phone 8641384, 8641128, 8642912

Telex 670030 Tamimi SJ
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Sultan sees

Solain off;

visits military

installations
^
DHAHRAN, Nov. 25 (AFP) - Belgian

Defense Minister Frank Solain left here
.Wednesday after a visit to rfae Kingdom that
lasted several days. He was seen off at the
airport by Prince Sultan, defense and aviation
minister; Maj. Gen. Ali Al-Bouri. comman-
der of the Eastern Province and several army
commanders and officers.

3

Prince Sultan stated that his Belgian coun-
terpart s visit pro%'ided an opportunity to
exchange views and discuss ways of boosting
military cooperation between the two coun-
tries. .He added that the talks also dealt with
cooperation in economic and commercial
spheres.

In another development. Prince Sultan
Wednesday made an inspection tour of some
of Defense and Aviation Ministers facilities

in the Eastern Province. His tour began with
a visit to Dhahran International Airport,
from where he wentto inspect the new instal-
lations at King Abdul Aziz Air Base. He was
briefed on the varioas phases of work at the
air base.

The minister then visited some of the
installations of the Shams Ai-SaJam (Sun of
Peace) project, connected with the F-15 air-

craft and the training equipment. He also

.inspected the Technical Training Institute

which is equipped with laboratories, work-
shops and English language classes, besides

-additional classrooms for students from the
kingdom and other countries.

;Ahmad inspects UPV1
:• DHAHRAN. Nov. 25 (SPA) — Deputy
.'Interior Minister Prince Ahmad met Univer-
sity of Petroluem and Minerals students with
whom he engaged in an open dialogue here
Tuesday night. The prince bad spent the day
Tit the UPM inspecting its various depart-
-ments.

tvabliews Local

E.Province reviews

current budget projects

igdom determined to backPLO—Yamani

DAMMAM, Nov. 25 (SPA) — The sub-
sidiary commftteee, set up to pursue the

implementation of rural and urban develop-
ment projects in the Eastern Province, met
here Wednesday to study a report on the

projects incorporated in current year’s

budget and some earlier projects which are

still under implementation.
The meeting was attended by committee

members comprising Prince Abdul Mohsen
ibn Juluwi, governor ofthe Eastern Province;

Sheikh Muhammad Aba Al-Khail, minister
of finance and national economy; Dr.
Ibrahim Al-Awajt, interior ministery under-
secretary and Abdul Rahiman Al-Shubail.

SR 178 million. It also approved that a

national consultancy office supervise the pro-

ject s implementation at a cost of SR9 mil-

lion, be added.

The governor said the committee has

awarded a SR17.4 million contract for the

fencing and leveling of a graveyard in Dam-

mam. and another contract of SR398.Q00 for

the preparation of studies and specifications

for markets to be established in Qatif.

He added that the committee also

approved the awarding of a contract for

asphalting, paving and illuminating of several

streets in Dammam at a cost of SR63.2 mil-

RIYADH, Nov. 25 (SPA) — Informa-
tion Minister Dr. Muhammad Abdo
Yamani Wednesday stressed that Saudi
Arabia will not spare any effort in backing
the Palestinian action and enabling the PLO
to exercise its full role and responsibilities at

all levels, regardless of whether the Arabs
accept or reject the Saudi Arabain peace
plan for ensuring just and lasting peace in
the region.

In an interview with Okaz newspaper,

Yamani said Saudi Arabia introduced the

peace plan in accordance with Crown
Prince Fahd's statement. He emphasized

that Saudi Arabia always rejected unilateral

or individual actionson crucial issues ofthe

Arabs. He highlighted Riyadh' s concern to

present its eight-point peace plan to the

world through an Arab collective will.

Yamani clarified that the aim of Saudi

Arabia in introducing the peace plan“isnot
to exercise a dominating role orclaim abso-
lute leadership of the Arab nation. It is also

not aimed to restore hegemony in the area.

On the contrary, the Kingdom is keen on
seeking ways for ensuring peace and sec-

urity for the Arab nation. The Kingdom a
concerned more about the Arab issues than
its own position. Saudi Arabia will continue
to reinforce the Arab .stands.**

SR88m set for farm roads
DAMMAM. Nov. 25 (SPA) — The

Eastern Province Roads Department is

currently engaged in building 202
kilometers of rural roads. The contract,
for the Ah&a irrigation and drainage pro-
ject, was awardeJ to a national company
at a cost of SR88 million.

rhe two- lane roads will be built at a

width of 7.6 meters. The contract calls for

completing the work within 21 months,
according to Sami Fauda. Eastern Pro-
vince roads department director general.

Wednesday. They will be built to a high
standard and will facilitate transport bet-

ween agricultural areas and link various
villages in the Ahsa region. Fauda said.

In a separate development, the Agricul-

director general of municipal and rural affairs

of the province.

Prince Abdul .Mohsen said the committee
has let a project for the disposal of drainage

and storm water and the development of

water network in' Safwa town at a cost of

lure and Water Ministry's Dammam
branch has treated 9,955 donums of

agricultural land with chemical materials

and fertilizers this year, officials said.

Muhammad Ibrahim Al-Khail. the
branch* s director, said that 1 7.850 trees in

the Dammam area were immunized
against pests and plant diseases.

Khalil added that more than 1.7 million

animals and chicken were also vaccinated

during the same period in the Dammam
area. Hie ministry's branch renewed
1.160 licenses for fishermen in the region.

Its geological department has supervised

the drilling of 75 artesian wells in Dam-
mam, Alkbobar and Qatif to ensure their

suitability for human consumption.

lion, and another contract of SRI 1 .1 million

to supervise the drainage and storm water
project in Jubail. In addhion, the committee
approved a project af asphalting, paving and
illuminating of streets in Qatif at a cost of
SR22 million.

Jazaeri arrives in Taipeifor talks
TAIPEL Nov. 25 (SPA) — Health' Minis-

ter Dr. Hussein Al-Jazaeri arrived here

Wednesday on a five-day visit to the

Republic of China. He will hold talks with

Chinese officials on medical cooperation and
visit health facilities here.

Meanwhile. Chinese Ambassador to Saudi

Arabia Yu-chi Hsueh said in Jeddah Wed-
nesday that Jazaeri* s talks also will cover

increasing the number of Chinese doctors

working in the Kingdom, in addition to

further boosting cooperation. The ambas-

sador affirmed that cooperation during the

two past years has yielded noticeable, posi-

tive results.

He said that there is a plan toward establ-

ishing a scientific and technological coopera-

tion between the Saudi Arabian Basic Indus-
uies Corporation (SABIQ and China mak-
ing .use ofnatural gas for the manufacture of
fodder.

Prayer Times
INDECOM

P.O. Box: 2838, Jeddah

Tel: (02) 682r38>45/46

Tbc: 403146 IDCJED SX

Thursday Makkah Madinah Riyadh Dammam Bnraldah Tabuk
Fajr (Dawn) 5:14 5:20 4:51 4:41 5:06 5:39

Dhuhr (Noon)
* — 12:08 12:09 11:40 11:27 11:51 12:21

Asst (Afternoon) -J:16 3:12 2:43 2:27 2:52
,,

3:18

Maghreb (Sunset) 5:38 5:34 5:05 4:48
1

5:13
*

*.• 5:38

Isha (N'ghi), 7:08 7:04 6:35 6:18 6:43 7:08

SHAIBA ESTABLISHMENT
(Air-Conditioning Division

)

( A 100 % Saudi Owned Company

)

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:-

• SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF AIR-CONDITIONING AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT.

• MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE ON ALL TYPES AND MANUFACTURE OF AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIP-

MENT, INCLUDING CENTRIFUGAL - AIR AND WATER COOLED.

• TESTING, BALANCING AND COMMISSIONING OF A.C. EQUIPMENT AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT,

INCLUDING AIRSIDE AND WATERSIDE SYSTEMS, TO YOUR REQUIRED STANDARDS.

• PLANNED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEMES TO YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS INCLU-

DING FULLJANATORIAL SERVICES.

• 24 HOUR CALL OUT SERVICE FOR BREAKDOWNS ON ALL AIR-CONDITIONING AND ASSOCIATED

EQUIPMENT. *

• ALLWORKS CARRIED OUT BY FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERSAND IS GUARANTEED.

• ALL ABOVE SERVICES OFFERED AT HIGHLY COMPETATIVE RATES.

• FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND FREE ESTIMATES, ON RECEIPT OF FULL SPECIFICATION OF

YOUR REQUIREMENTS, CALL US NOW ON:-

RIYADH TELEPHONE 465 - 1258

TELEX : 202013 ESMCO SJ

SOLE AGENTS FOR WEATHERITE AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
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WHY?
Because National with a wide range of

Vacuum Cleaners have captured the

market.

Engineered for years and years of reliable

and dean service. National Vacuum
Cleaners are designed to catch and please

the eye. It is not surprising then that

housewives in the Kingdom trust only

National with the job of keeping their

rugs, carpets and floors looking good and
dean.

Take a tip from the proud housewife and
gat a National Vacuum Cleaner for your
home, office or place of business.

There are many styles and sizes, so there

is a National Vacuum Cleaner that is just

right for you.

MC9620

lfeciiisiii

Cleaners for

Living.



Mubarak releases

31 political detainees
CAIRO, Nov. 25 (AP)— President Hosni

Mubarak ordered Wednesday the release of

31 journalists, lawyers and politicians who
were among 1,536 persons arrested by the

late President Anwar Sadat last September

on charges of damaging Egypt's image and
contributing to sectarian strife.

The freed prisoners, including internation-

ally known author Muhammad Hassanein

Heykal, met with Mubarak and praised his

initiative as an effort to unite the turn over a

new page, the government news agency said.

In a statement to the government news

agency. Deputy Premier Fuad . Mohiedin

said: “The decision to release the politically

detained was taken by President Mubarak

after consultation with various authorities.

He took the decision on the basis of bis

appreciation that the persons released wQJ in

fact start a new page in the political action of

the country.”

The 31 names published by the news
agency included, in addition to Heykal. the

former head of the lawyers' syndicat e Abdul
Aziz Shourbagui, former information minis-

ter Muhammad Fayek, and Fouad
Saragedme, former head of the disbanded

New Wafd Party as well as a former minister

of interior under the late King Farouk. The
list also included many opposition party

members and journalists.

Conspicuously absent from the list were
any of the alleged religious extremists

rounded up by Sadat, or any of the arrested

members of the fundamentalist Muslim
Brotherhood.

After the meeting with Mubarak, Heykal

and Saragedme hailed Mubarak's receiving

them as a sincere effort to turn over a new
page, the agency said.

“This is the first time a president of Egypt
has met with political persons who have been
released,” Heykal was quoted as saying.

Begin to continue crackdown
on West Bank Palestinians

aiabTO Middle East

Numein
reshuffles

cabinet
CAIRO, Nov. 25 (Agencies)— Sudan-

ese President Jaafkr Numein has reshuf-

fled his cabinet in a move that reflected no
foreign or domestic changes but was
aimed at improving the performance ofhis

administration particularly in the

economic field.

In addition to his duties as president.

Numein retained the premiership, took

over the ministries of agriculture and

irrigation after mergingthem into one and
appointed two ministers of state to help

him run h, according to a Khartoum
datelined report by the Egyptian Middle
East News agency Tuesday.

Foreign Minister Muhammad Mir
ghani. Minister of Interior Ahmad Abdul
Rapvan Muhammad and Minister of
Energy and Mining Sharif al-Tohamy
retained their portfolios as in the outgoing
cabinet.

first vice president, Abdul Majid

KhalS, kept his additional job as defense
minister.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2*,

President Nomelri

Numein also merged the ministries of

finance and economy into one, renamed it

to tbe ministry of finance and economic

planning, appointed Ibrahim Moneim
Mansour as its bead, cancelled the infor-

mation and culture ministries as well as

the ministry ofadministrative reforms and
shifted the posts of some old faces.

Nuraeiri said be was forming a new gov
erament tocany through tough economic
measures, including tbe removal of sub-

sidies on oil and basic commodities, a

reduction in state expenditure and
devaluation of tbe Sudanese pound.

Sharon may cancel U.S.vfci
WASHINGTON, Nov. 25 (R) - Israel

may cancel Defense Minister Ariel Sharon's
planned visit here next week because of
annoyance at what it sees as U.S. efforts to

downgrade security ties between tbe two
countries, Israeli diplomats have said.

“The latest I heard from Israel is that Sha-
ron may not come because be is not satisfied

with tbe level ofcooperation beingoffered by
the United States," an Israeli source told

Reuters.

Sharon wasdue to arrive in Washington on
Sunday for final talks with Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger. Secretary ofState Alex-

ander Haig and other U.S. officials on terms

of a proposed memorandum of understand-

ing on strategic cooperation.

Weinberger said last Sunday it urns very
likely he and Sharon would sign the accord
next week. But Israeli officials here and in Tel
Aviv havesince expressed annoyance at what
they consider a restricted U.S. view of the
new relationship that President Reagan
promised when Prime Minister Menahem
Begin visited him in September.
But news repons in the Israeli press and

elsewhere say Israel wants the United States
to stockpile tanks, jet planes and other
weapons in Israel and have them serviced in

Israeli facilities, and to hold joittt.'&r ai

naval maneuyrts.
‘

Asked about tbe reports on Sunday, hot
ever. Weinberger antiHaigin separate teles

sion interviews mentioned prestockingfeed
cal supplies and some cooperative pla&oit
on regional defense from external threats.

Haig also talked about coordinated nav
exercises, but neitherman suggested wockn
fog U.S. heavy arms in Israel.

Weinberger

to visit Turkey
ANKARA, Nov, 25 (R) — American Se

retary for Defense Caspar Weinberger w
visit Turkey from Dec. 3 to 5, the forejj

ministry announced Wednesday.
A ministry statement said Weinberg

would be repaying a visit to Washington

:

June by Defense Minister Hafok Bayulkc
when the two men discussed increased aid ft

modernizing Turkey's armed forces.

The defense secretary will be the fir

senior official of the Reagan administrate

to visit the country since the generals toe

power on Sept. 12. 1980,

TEL AVIV, Nov. 25 (AP)— Prime Minis-

ter Menahem Begin, under a concerted

opposition attack from parliament for his

West Bank policy, vowed Wednesday to con-

tinue Israel's crackdown on Palestinian activ-

ists in the occupied territory.

The opposition Labor Party, the Commun-
ists and two liberal splinterfactions presented

motions condemning tbe blowing up of

houses occupied by West Bank Palestinians,

and the closure oftbe area' s largest university

following and- Israel unrest on the campus.
Labor's Michael Bar-Zohar charged that

the actions had pushed Palestinian moderates

into the arms of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO).

“The PLO is jubflant,” he said. “It hasn't

received such a boost from the Israeli gov-

ernment in years”

Meir Wilner of the Moscow-aligned Com-
munist Party accused the government of try-

ing to destroy the Palestinains people, and in

the process “corrupting the Israeli nation,

destroying tbe souls of its youth.”

Begin admitted that destroying houses “is

a grave and radical measure,” but claimed it

was needed “to defend our people.”

BRIEFS

Venezuela expels 2 Iraqi diplomats
CARACAS, Nov. 25 (Agencies) — Two

diplomats at the Iraqi Embassy in Caracas

have been deported from Venezuela for spy-

ing, foreign ministry officials said Tuesday
night. The diplomats were named as

Muhammad Hantoosh Hassen and Sabar
Hamid Baroouti, both third secretaries.They
left the country last weekend.
The officials declined to say what type of

spying activities the two were accused of carry-
ing out.

The officials said a Venezuelan named as

Clemente Ramon Graterol who worked at

the ministry’s dpartment for foreigners, was
beingquestioned by police in connection with

tbe deportations.

Iraqi Charge cfAffaires Doraid al-Samarai

confirmed that tbe two men left Venezuela
last Sunday, but described them as persons

connected with the embassywho were here to

study Spanish. He said they left “because
they finished their studies ”

ADEN, (R) — Tbe South Yemen-backed
National Democratic Front (NDF), which
has been waging a guerrilla war in North
Yemen, has agreed to a ceasefire starting on
Thursday, NDF sources said here. The
agreement was reached Monday in Kuwait in

talks between North Yemeni President Ali
Abdullah Saleh and tbe leader of tbe Aden
based NDF, Sultan Ahmad Omar, they said.

LONDON, (R)— Forty-seven Iranian lef-

tists have been shot by firing squad since
Tuesday, the largest number of executions
for six weeks, Iranian radio and newspapers
reported.

UNITED NATIONS, (R) — Libya says'll

has totally withdrawn the troops it sent to
Chad late last year. In a letter to Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim, Libya' s U.N. charge
cf affaires' Awad Burwin, said the troops had
been sent at the request ofthe government of
Chad as a temporary measure to help end a
civil war.

NEW DELHI. (AFP) — Hundreds of
angry Afghan refugees burned a red flag in

front of the Soviet Embassy here during a
demonstration to protest the continued
Soviet presence in their country.

Special price reduction upto 30 %
Special offer for limited period

MUSIC CENTER

ODEL SPECIFICATIONS OLD PRICE NEW PRICE

KH—8855

1

90 W, AM/FM/SW, soft touch, song finder.

* KH—858 J auto repeat, editor.

KH—8811 \
50 W, AM/FM/SW, soft touch, song finder.

* KH—818 J auto repeat, editor.

KH—5577 1 45Wr AM/FM/SW, soft touch, song finder.

* KH—565 J auto repeat, editor, LED.

KH—4455

1

45 W, AM/FM/SW, soft touch, song finder.

* KH-454 J auto repeat, editor. .

KH—5522
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AHMED ALI BADAGHAISH

The Samsonite Caravan

>*K- \ , ,

Samsoniteluggage- dependable&
In days gone by travellers used to travel in a

caravan to enjoy the safety of their combined
strength. Nowadays, however you travel, a
Samsonite suitcase makes the perfect companion
giving you security and
strength in a stylish modem
design.

Samsonite luggage is

often imitated but
never excelled

in quality or value, so take

pride in owning a real

Samsonite suitcase— a unique travel companion.

IPS REAL-IT'S SAMSONITE

aitiaummi^lSamsonite

Real Samsoniteluggage-Made intheUSA
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Cannon
The bestAmerican Bed Sheets , Eiderdowns.Towels :

and Bed Spreads.A large variety of attracth/eand colorfast

designs which don’t require ironing.

Cannon thenamewomenknowandtrust.
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DAMMAM 8571145
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Time to go home. Time to entrust your most cherished

belongings to various packers ... shippers ... customs agents

and carriers at both ends.

It’s easier, safer, and ultimately cheaper tomake a single

call to SNAS-DHL, because the world’s largest most efficient

courier service can apply its expertise to make your home
coming the kind of trouble-free experience it should be.

From packing through to final delivery at your new
location, wherever it may be, our representative will estimate

your costs, work out schedules, coordinateand supervise the
entire process, so that everything arrives safely and on time
with no complications or unexpected extras.

Whether you’re moving a single suitcase, a whole house-
hold or an entire company, we provide the complete service

package for transhipment anywhere in the world.
So, let SNAS-DHL remove the inconvenience and worry

from international relocation.

Call us for a brochure or for further details, today.

Yourhelpinghandacross the world

SMAS
Jeddah Tel: 6825826/6825827/6828143/6822886/6821303 Riyadh Tel: 4771970/4778059/4779668/4779653 Dhahran Tel: 8640863/8646980/8645522/8640471

Tlx: 402559 DHL SJ Tlx: 203272 DHLRUH SJ Tlx: 670494 SNADHL, SJ
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ARAB SOLIDARITY
Ideally, an Arab summit, or any summit for that matter, should

bring together the heads of state of the participating countries who
have the power to make important decisions at short notice.

Although the current meeting in Fez is being held without some
heads of state, the redeeming part of it is that none of the Ardb
League members has actually boycotted it as was the case with last

year's Amman conference. This is a sign of heightened awareness of
the seriouness of the matters facing the Arabs, and it is hoped that

they will try sincerely to tackle some ofthe problems that beset them
and the dangers threatening them.

Apart from the all-important concern of liberating their occupied
lands in Palestine, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon and the repatriation of
the Palestinian- people to their homeland, the Arabs have their own
rifts to heal. It should really be the objective of such conferences to

help solve some of the bitter feuds and settle the bloody conflicts

which have divided the Arabs. The list of concerns is both long and
depressing, and there appears to be no reasonable solution in sight as

the adversaries refuse to admit their mistakes and sit down to talk

about them in search of solutions.

In any case, the meetings of the leaders should help to stress the
abiding importance of Arab solidarity in that they are deeply con-
cerned about their mutual problems and aware of the challenge that

confront them. Four of their countries are occupied by Israel which
continues to enjoy overwhelming military superiority over all its

neighbors and shows not the slightest remorse about being the
world's latest colonial power long after most colonial powers had
given up other people's territories. •

.

Through this solidarity the Arabs have successfully fought the
specious Camp David accords, which solved nothing of the Middle
East problems apart from giving back to Egypt some control over the
Sinai desert and gave Israel the chance to consolidate its position in

the occupied territories and go on to annex the whole of the city of
Jerusalem.

But solidarity also calls for solving some of the outstanding prob-
lems that have soured inter-Arab relations and weakened their ranks
over the past years. This may be attempted by forming a supreme
coraminee made up of leading Arab experts from uninvolved states

to review the causes of the many conflicts and recommend solutions.

Even if the major issues before the conference are not addressed
decisively the formation of such a committee may be an outstanding
achievemem in itself.

Saudi Arabian press review
The encouraging signs of a

unanimous endorsement of the

Saadi Arabian peace plan in

Wednesday’s Fez Arab summit
meeting appeared for editorial

comments in Wednesday’s news-

papers.

AJ -Ja&rah appreciated the

concern of the majority of the

Arab leaders to attend the summit

for formulating a joint action to

realize peace and security in the

region.

“The Arab leaders will find the

Saudi Arabian peace plan as the

Arab national alternative for solv-

ing the Middle East conflict. The
plan, a clear-cut and integrated

Arab formula, win provide a his-

toric turning point for the peace

and stability of the region.” The
paper said.

AJ -Riyadh said the endorse-

ment of the Kingdom’s peace plan

by Arab leaders will expose

Israel's dangerous designs before

the world. “ It will also signify that

the Arabsare capable of taking

important and unanimous deci-

sions for the sake of their rights

and causes,” the paper added.
“ If Arab leaders foil to reach a

minimum degree of agreement
over the issue oftheir destiny, they

are likely to lose their friendsf

support at the international level,

the paper stressed.

Okaz called on the Arab leaders

to seek a right direction that may
lead to the realization of their

goals and aspirations and
“restrain themselves from the

path, advocated by a minority

among them that could only bring

further destruction and uncertainty

in the region." The paper felt all

the Arabs will find suitable and
useful ideas in the Kingdom’s

peace plan for seeking peace and

security in the region.

Al-BUad observed that the

Arab leaders’ responsibilities .at

this crucial stage should be to raise

themselves above marginal differ-

ences and disputes and initiate

joint moves in support of the

Kingdom’s peace plan.

The paper described the Arab
meeting in Fez as a “summit of

challenges” in need of dynamic,

steps to stabilize the position of

the Arab states at the interna-

tional arena in support of their

causes.

Ail -Madinah hailed the Palestine

Liberation Organization's keen-

ness to reiterate its full backing for

the SaudiArabian peace plan.The
paper said there is an urgent need

for an integrated Arab approach

to promote the peace plan at the

international level through a joint

strategy at the summit meeting in
_

Fez. (SPA)

The art of

complaining in

Soviet Union
By Mark Frankiand

LONDON -
A forum for workers’ complaints that are hair-

raisingly outspoken by old Soviet standards and the

anguished letter ofa cripple who has fought unsuc-

cessfully for 1 1 years to get a ground-floor flat

suggest how urgent, and yet sometimes how diffi-

cult, it is for Soviet authorities to give expression to

popular grievances. Workers in factories and farms

have in recent months been given a chance to criti-

cize their bosses and local government officials In

“•Open Letter Days."

Complaints boxes are put up a few weeks before

a meeting at which all the criticized parties are

supposed to be present The country s trade union

paper Trud, a chief organizer of the campaign, has

reported on many of the meetings, certainly to the

astonishment and presumably also the delight of its

readers.

At the first meeting in one factory, Trud reported,

“it was evident that the factory management bad

not anticipated such a stormy beginning.'' Some of

the answers were as straight as the questions. Why
was the factory short of tools? Because, a manager
explained, the factory “has to buy part of its tools on
the black market; the quality of them is poor, and

they wear out sooner than they should."

But. other answers, Trud wrote, were “slick,”

“superficial" and “obviously just excused*. Some of

them were met with “incredulous laughter from the

hail.”

The paper has written scathingly about officials

wbo avoided the meetings.“The deputy director for

consumer services did not consider it necessary to

attend; he appeared to have made some mistake

about the time." And of another occasion: “People
were hoping to hear answers from the chairman of

the local Soviet (town council). He had been invited

to attend the meeting in good time, but had found it

impossible to spare even half-an-hour of his time to

meet with the workers."

The complaints cover many of the daily problems

of Soviet life. Why is there so little meat in the

shops? Why is it so hard to see the polyclinic

doctor? Why can' t the factory have its own grocery

order service? Why are bus time-tables so inconve-

nient? They are scarcely revolutionary and it is also

true that there has long been a complaint machin-

ery, chiefly through the letter departments of local

and national newspapers and also in party offices.

But the present campaign certainly represents a

new attempt to channel grievances that are likely to

persist, given the country’s economic problems.

The importanceofthe experiment, which began a

year ago, has been made plain beyond doubt by

references to it in Central Committee documents

and by the publicized patronage of Konstantin

Chernenko. Leonid Brezhnev’s chief of staff in the

Politburo.

Butthere is stillevidence ofhow unhappy the fate
ofa Soviet citizen can be if his complaints do not fit

officialchannels.A letter hasjust reached the West
from FaizuDa Kbusainov, who is condemned to a

wheelchair by spinal injuries, describing his unsuc-

cessful attempt to move out of the one-room,

second-floor flat without lift or telephone that he

shares with his mother in Chistopol in central

Russia.

After many attempts to be given a flat on a

ground floor he last year made the difficult journey

to Moscow. He went to the reception office of the

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, the Soviet Parli-

ament, which is the highest body for citizens' comp-
laints.

An official (whom he had seen two years earlier)

refused to listen to his case and would not even

accept a letter he had written to Brezhnev. “If you

can get to Moscow yourself,” he reports her as

saying, “that shows you can perfectly well get down
from the second floor.” (In feet friends had carried

him down, driven him to the station and put him on
the train.)

' Khusainov then set out for the offices of the

Soviet procurator generaL Passersby pushed him in

his chair part of the way but he was stumped by the

underpass on Gorky Street in the city center, which
be had to cross to get to the procuracy.

“ It was necessary for us to wait far into the night

till the traffic died down enough for us (Khusainov
and a helpful passerby) to cross above ground. The
passerby could not wait, so be left and I was akrae.

Night came on and it grew cold. A street-watering

machine went past and covered me with water from
bead to toe. Not until five o' clock in the morning did

a passerby help me across to the other side of the

road and I found myself outside the USSR Procu-
racy.”

Rejected there, too, be was eventually sent to a
hospital where he stayed for nine days without tre-

atment before being allowed to go home, and then
only because a kind n^prse went to buy his air ticket

for him.

Why the difference between a Khusainov and a
worker who stands up at an Open Letter Day and
complains that there is no meat? Part ofthe answer

is that Khusainov is a member of the four-man
Initiative Group to Defend the Rights of the Dis-

abled in the USSR set up three years ago. In his case

an unsuccessful fight for his rights pushed him into

organized action independent of the authorities and
so into near dissent This is also the case with a
variety of religious dissidents whose attempt to pra-

ctise their faith as they believe necessary also

brought them into unplanned conflict with the gov-
' emraenL

Open Letter Days, while of little help to the

Khusainovs who are already scarred by battling

with the authorities, are clearly partly meant to

satisfy workers who otherwise might be drawn

toward the embryo free trade unions which, though

tiny in membership, have now a disquieting Polish

ring about them. (ONS)
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U.S., USSR set for protracted arms talks
By Jeffrey Antevfl

WASHINGTON —
Almost 10 years after the first strategic arms

limitation treaty, U.S. and Soviet negotiators will

begin next week what may be the most difficult and

protracted, arms talks ever held.The 1972 treaty,

SALT I, took about three years to negotiate. SALT
n, tacitly in force since 1979 despite U.S. refusal to

ratify it, took seven years to complete.

On Monday, talks are to begin in Geneva on

limiting or reducing medium-range Theater Nuc-
lear Forces (TNF) in Europe. “Without in any way
detracting from the difficulty and complexity of

SALT," said a high U.S. official involved in all three

sets of talks, “TNF will be even tougher."

President Reagan’s sweeping offer last week to

scrap most European-based medium-range missiles

was only the opening gun in a battle that may still be

raging late in 1983, when NATO is due to start

deploying new U.S. missiles. The argument— and

the negotiations— could still be goingon 10 years

from now, U.S. officials say.

Reagan's call for Moscow to scrap its 600 SS-20,

SS-4 and SS-5 missiles in return for NATO drop-

ping a plan to deploy 572 comparable weapons was

greeted by Western leaders as a bold move that

seized the propaganda offensive from the Kremlin.

Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev, on a visit to

'West Germany this week, was forced to spend most

of his time responding to the Reagan initiative.

West European opponents of the NATO deploy-

ment plan were also thrown of stride.

Despite the immediate gain, however, few U.S.

officials believe Moscow will agree to the Reagan
proposal. Brezhnev on Monday rejected the.“zero

option” offered by Reagan. Instead, he offered a

unilateral cut in Moscow* s missile arsenal if the U.S.

agreed to a two-way freeze while talks continue.

This is an old idea already turned down by NATO.
“I think it will be a protracted negotiation while

the Soviets try to judge if NATO has the political

will to stay the course," Assistant Defense Secret-

ary Richard Berle, chief arms control planner at the

.Pentagon, told Reuters.

Moscow would have “very little incentive to

accept the president's proposal” if Soviet

negotiators concluded that NATO might backtrack

on its 1979- decision to deploy Cruise and
Pershing-2 missiles in five West European coun-

tries.

In the Soviet view, the zero option would mean
dismantling missiles targeted against Western

Europe while leaving intact the Western nuclear-

armed bombers and submarines that the mobile,

triple-warhead SS-20s were intended to counter.

Nevertheless, Western diplomats in Moscow
noted that Soviet attacks on Reagan's proposal

avoided saying the Geneva talks would be a waste

of time.

One European official said Kremlin policy mak-
ers were signing “they did not like what Reagan

said, but ... they see h as some kind of basis fo

discussion. They now know where tbe American
stand, and that s more than they did beforehand.’

Soviet spokesman Leonid Zamyatin, speaking ii

Bonn, said;“We hope the U.S. will look again am
again at its position, because it is a maximalist posi
turn that is not acceptable to the Soviet Union.”
- Similarly, high U.S. officials, while appearing t<

rule out a tradeoff of the planned S72 NATO mis
siles for anything less than the entire Soviet arsena
of SS~20s, SS-4s and SS-Ss, also held the door opei
for intensive bargaining in Geneva. “This propose
is being pot forward in good faith” a senior officia

said. “We want a Soviet reaction and we are pre-
pared to listen.”

U.S. officials refuse to speculate on what direc-

tion the bargaining might take, ot what concession!
Washington might be prepared to offer. Thej
noted, however, that while Brzhncv has agair

proposed to freeze the number of SS-20s at aboui
250 if NATO cancels its own deployments, he anc
other Soviet officials also have raised the possibility

of an actual reduction in SS-20&
U.S. officials insist all ofthe SS-20s would have tc

be dismantled, not just tbe 175 or so targeted or
Western Europe, along with all 350 older, single-
warhead SS-4s and SS-5s.

_

U.S. .and Soviet positions remain far apart on the

number of missiles each side would have to give uj
to achieve equality between their forces in Europe
<R)

Brezhnev repeats offer for arms moratorium
By Susanne M. Schafer

BONN—
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev has put for-

ward what he called a “goodwill offer" to unilater-

ally reduce Soviet medium range weaponry in

Europe as a “new and important” basis for East-

West arms talks.

Brezhnev made the proposals on the first day of
his three-day West German visit, in a speech at a

dinner Monday evening hosted by Chancellor Hel-
mut Schmidt The Brezhnev -proposals are not all

new, yet they reveal developments in the Soviet

negotiating stance, in advance of talks with the

United States set to begin Monday in Geneva, Swit-

zerland.

Tbe new wrinkle appeared to be Brezhnev* s offer

to withdrew “a certain portion" of medium-range
weapons from the European part of tbe Soviet

Union. But the proposal appeared tied to American
acceptance of a moratorium on deploying or mod-
ernizing medium.-range delivery systems while the

Geneva talks are in progress.

The West has refused to go along with a
moratorium in the past because it would allow the
Soviets to retain missiles already deployed and
offered noguarantee that arms talkswould succeed.

Brezhnev gave little detail in his speech and the
impact of his suggestion is not entirely clear. He
rejected out-of-hand U.S. President Ronald
Reagan's offer to forego the 1983 deployment of
NATO medium-range nuclearmissiles in Western
Europe if tbe Soviet Union dismantles its medium
range weapons.

NATO contends its 572 Pershing II and Cruise
missiles are necessary to offset the Soviet Backfire
bomberand the SS-20s, which have three warheads
apiece and are replacing aging SS-4 and SS-5 mis-
siles- Neither system is restricted under the
strategic arms limitation treaty.

The Soviet Unioifwould never stand” for such a
position, Brezhnev said. Instead, Brezhnev repe-
ated his 1979 offer for a moratorium.
He told his audience that if the . United States

accepted the moratorium, the Soviets would hah
the stationing of its SS-20s.

“We could go further," Brezhnev said. “As a
gesture of goodwill we could unflatendly reduce a

portion ofour nuclearweapons ofmedium range in

the European part oftite USSR.” The Soviet leadez
said this gesture“could” lead fo further reductions,
but only following additional negotiations.

Brezhnev did not give any specific thin for ids

proposals fo go info effect, but H appeared fo be
timed to the beginning of the Geneva conference.

The Soviet leaderwas unclear about the definition
of “reducing’ the SS^20s, whether he meant they
would be dismantled or merely transferred across
tbe Ural Mountains from the European fo the
Asian part of the Soviet Union,

The SS-2Qs are designed for easy movement and
could beqnkkly returned fo Europe. Stacethey are
reported to have a range up to 3,100 miles, mbsfles
east of the Urals coulq stiQ reach • many parts of
Western Europe. CAP). ;

' V' ’V
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Canadian indians upset

by lack of rights, land
By Heather Laskey

SHUBENACA DEE. Nova Scotia (ONSI— Micmac tribal chief Reg Maloney has in his

care a medallion worn on ceremonial occa-
sions. It is an embossed silver head of George
Ilf given to a predecessor in 1763 at the time
of a royal proclamation ordering that Indian
nations be left urulisttirbed“in the possession
of such parts of our dominions and territories

as not having been ceded to or purchased by
us..."

Leaders of the Micmacs of eastern Canada
will soon be among the representatives ofthe
one million' indian and eskimo peoples of
Canada desperately lobbying members of the

British Parliament to block constitutional

changes proposed by Canadian Premier
Pierre Trudeau.
One of the trade-offs by which agreement

to the proposals was achieved between
Canada's federal and provincial governments
was the removal of two clauses in which
indian rights were recognized and guaranteed
and the 1763 proclamation reaffirmed.

There are more than 300.000 so-called

"status" indians in Canada — those pro-

tected by guarantees of some sort. Most still

live on “reserves, " the remnants of their tri-

bal lands.

Electric car

service center

leads the way
By a science correspondent

LONDON The world's first service

center for electric cars has been opened in

America's auto making capital of Detroit.

Electricity company Detroit Edison is one
of 70 cost-sharing participants in a U.S.

Department of Energy program for text

and evaluation of electric vehicles in prac-

tical work situations.

The center is a 7.000-square- foot facil-

ity staffed by three technicians who per-

form diagnostic tests, routine mainte-

nance and performance analysis on the 24
electric cars operated by Edison as part of

the program as well as on others that are

privately owned in the Detroit area. How-
ever. it will be another two years before

electric cars are mass produced, but say

Detroit Edison spokesmen , the interim

period will serve as valuable and practical

experience.

Chief Maloney's reserve at Shubenacadie
in central Nova Scotia comprises around
4.000 acres of scrubwood and swamp, a few
miles from the fertile river valley where the

tribe's ancestors lived.

Out of the province's nearly 14 million

acres, a mere 19.600 remain in Micmac con-
trol. Despite the royal proclamation, the rest

was grabbed by settlers. In 1745 there were
an estimated 20,000 Vlicmac in Nova Scotia.

By 1845. 1,500.
"They tried to wipe us out." said Chief

Maloney. “Some were killed. Others died

from their diseases — TB. measles. And they

were given blankets infected with smallpox.”
Now there are some 5,500 Micmac in the

province. The Indian birthrate is higher than
the Canadian average but indian life expec-

tancy is 1 0 years less. In the 15-24 age group,
suicide is six times the national average.

Where the municipal road teaches the

boundary of the Shubenacadie reserve, its

surface immediately deterio. -v .. A small

group of young men, employ-. *. by the

reserve's council, are clearing ditches.

Unemployment is around 80 percent— typi-

cal for Indians.

The council receives an annual allowance

to cover services and housing on the reserva-

tion. The money comes from the SI billion

budget of the Department of Indian Affairs,

an institution representing white society and
distrusted by the Indian people.

“They give us enough to maintain our level

of frustration.*' said Chief Maloney.
“Trudeau talks sympathetically of the Third
World. He should look in his own country.

“Indian Affairs is a vast bureaucracy run

by the whites with a vast staff and budget.

More money goes to maintain the bureauc-

racy than to the reservations.”

In the nineteenth century, Canada's Erst

prime minister said the country's native peo-

ples were living on the benevolence and char-

ity of the Canadian Parliament. Many Indian

bands are trying to break the nose of white

welfare dependency, without at the same
time losing their cultural identity.

Yer they are ofren frustrated. Last summer
armed Quebec provincial police acting on
complaints from game fishermen invaded a

Micmac reservation to remove nets from a

Salmon river on the grounds that the Micmac
were selling the fish and thus contravening

government regulations.

Despite past experience, indian and
eskimo leaders are still looking for redress

and protection Grom the white legal system.
“Morally and legally the British government
as a responsibility” says Chief Maloney.
Where else are we to go?"
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BEAR HUG: This giant Canadian Mack bear found a toy, evidently kit by a young visitor, and immediately took it to a corner of its

enclosure trying to nnrse it. Psychologists say it is natural for a bear to hog its own cub, bnt when the baby is a toy bear it is very peculiar.

They say it is probable that the big bear is lonely and wants a family.

Fencing operation uncovered

$125,000 antique brought $1,800 melted
By Ron Shaffer

WASHINGTON— An intricate $ 1 25.00U

gold-and-diamond snuff box, created for

Russian empress Catherine the Great and

stolen two years ago bom the Smithsonian

Institution, was stripped and melted down
last year as part of an alleged precious metals

fencing operation, the FBI revealed recently.

Smithsonian officials, who were reported
“ heartsick" at the Joss ofthe art object during

a building renovation in September 1979.

even more despondent when informed of its

fate.

“All of ns hoped that thing would never be

destroyed,” sighed MargeryByers, a spokes-

woman for the museum. “Oh, this is really

sad. Melted down? That' s all I can think of.”

The FBI learned of the demise of the snuff

box during “operation greenthumb," an

ongoing investigation into Washington-area

gold and silver dealerswho allegedly buy sto-

len goods and dispose of them en masse at

great profit.

As a result of the investigation, a former

D.C. resident, Ronald J. White, 32, pleaded

guilty in U.S. District Court here to conspi-

racy to receive stolen property.

According to court papers filed in connec-

tion with the plea. White acknowledged

receiving the snuff box from an unnamed
individual in April 1980, then stripping it of

the diamonds and arranging for it to be

melted down soon after. At the time. White

was office manager fora gold and silver deal-

ership here.

An official of the gold and silver dealership

paid $1,800 for the box to a customer who
brought in a picture of it and a newspaper

article describing its theft, according to the

court papers. The enamel panels on the box

depicting the 1762 coronation of Catherine

the Great allegedly were then removed to

prevent further identification and have not

been found.

VOA policy

causes stir

about goals
By Peter Pringle

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Reagan watchers

have unearthed some interesting new faces in

the outer reaches of the administration.Hie

y

belong to Charles Z. Wick a former music
arranger for band leader Tommy Dorsey:

James B. Cockling, who also used to arrange

music for dance orchestras and once per-

formed on tour with the King family of sin-

gers because his wife is one of the King sis-

ters; PhDip Nicolaides, a former Houston
radio commentator and writer for conserva-

tive publications; and Arthur Imperaiore. the

bead of a New Jersey transport firm.

These people, in various capacities, have

been given the task of sharpening the Voice

of America, Uncle Sam's propaganda arm.
arid turning it into a keener instrument of

foreign policy. In so doing they are causing

quite a stir.

Wick, aged 64. an energetic, wealthy

Californian entrepreneur and long-time

friend of the president, is leading the charge

with" Project Truth.' ’ a son of propaganda

swat group that wDl be capable of a “fast

response,” via radio, magazines, films and so

on, to Soviet propaganda and disinformation.

Americans, in their current conservative

mood, generally welcome this trend, but they

question whether these four merry men are

right for the job.

Wick's qualification, for example, apart

from his spell with Tommy Dorsey, seem to

center on the fact that he raised millions of

dollars in campaign contributions for

Reagan. Before that be had been in films, the

theater, publishing and a profitable chain of

urang homes.

Some people unhappy’ with Wick cite a

recent meeting he had with the National

Council ofCommunity World Affairs Organ-

izations, a non-governmental body, during

which he said; “We are at war,” meaning

at war with the Russians. Later he said he had

meant to say “a war of ideas.'’ but he some-

how forgot.

Conkling's qualifications have also come
under attack. Apart from his early singing

tours, he headed Columbia Records from

1951 to 1956 and later founded Warner

Bros. Records. Between 1975 and 1977.

Conkiing, who is 66, produced a traveling

musical with a patriotic theme entitled

"Threads of Glory.” People are wondering if

his background gives him the right feel for

foreign affairs and radio propaganda.

HIWANTED URGENTLY!
TWO ASSISTANT PERSONNEL MANAGERS CUMv 1 “

-

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICERS

For a growing Saudi Company at Jeddah and Al-Khobar.

Candidates should be well versed in English/Arabic,

capable of handling personnel matters as well as having sufficient

liaison experience with Govt: Agencies like Municipalities and

Passport Departments etc.

Excellent remunerations with fringe benefits will be offered to

well reserving candidates.

Applications/Biodatas alongwith a recent photograph and details

of experience should be forwarded not later than 3rd December,

1981 at the following address :

P. O. Box 6619, Jeddah

NOTE: AH envelopes should be marked "A.P.M/P.R.O."

lowerCrane
Required
HOOK HEIGHT 55 m
BOOM LENGTH 42m

RAIL MOUNTED
TEL: 6877469 TELEX: 402647 SJ.

WANTED
HOTEL AL-SALAM MERID1EN JEDDAH, HASAN IMMEDIATE^
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS.

1. TELEPHONE OPERATOR

2. TELEX OPERATOR

3. AIRPORT SIGN HOLDER

3 years experience, soft spoken,

speak fluent English and Arabic.

French will be an asset.

2 years experience should speak

fluent English and Arabic will be

an asset.

Should speak fluent English and

Arabic will be an asset.

Salary will be according to previous experience. Preference will be
given to Saudi Nationals. Foreign Nationals must have transferable
fquama. Apply personally to the personnel dept., with bio data
and all supporting documents with one Photo.

KILO 2 MECCA ROAD. - TEL: NO. 6314000 EXT. 139 & 140.

l
Dear Subscriber/ Reader
Doyou regularly receive your Arab News and/or Saudi Business

copies? .

-

Are you always able to obtain your copies at the right place?

As distributors, this is our main concern.

However, any suggestions or comments regarding the improvement
of this service wOl be most welcome.

Please Contact:

TIHAMA DISTRIBUTION CO.
(Sole Distributor of Saudi Research and Marketing LtdJ

V&SSSSS^BsW

« - » -
Joaoan.

6823408-6823425

6823253.

Riyadh:

4768207

Taif:

7366690

Dammam:
8342000-8343777

Tatxdc

4220564

B-Qaseim
3232200

Makkahal-
mokarama
5432709-5427072
5427087

Ai-Madina al-

Monawara
8221707

Abha
2245810-2245806

BIG CHANCE TO RECORD, THIS
CHRISTMAS HAPPY MOMENTS
.WITH PROJECTORS & MOVIE
CAMERAS, AT OUR BEST
CHRISTMAS SALE, WITH
OUR LOW LOW PRICES....

IIM THE WORLD

Biyaftflii5SSifSIll.feL4032768_Jedila6-QueeaBlDB.Tel

.

6423388-BLkMiar.Priece MOHB.STRJei.8641131

Al.jebaiLjeddabSTB.Tel. 3613338 . W S3
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Racial disadvantage admitted

Official probeblames
police for U.K. riots

AjabTOMS Internationa I
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26,TO1

American arms Compromise on Waldheim said emerging
• tt I UNTTED NATIONS, Nov. 25 (AFP) — Salim. 39. has no chance or overcoming ihe in modify fc position and agree to an estt

Ifl U mJ\ 9 Opposed Compromise that would allow Kurt Wal- US. veto of his candidacy, and that his sup- «on of WahlheirtYs mandate, with rtesssi
* * jiiiUi imrlwr him nr ihn* kmr nc mrt fmm thf nnnalipnni movement in the anee that the wktirioiul rinv» omiilii k*-i_

LON DON,Nov. 25 (R) - An official

inquiry into the British capital's worst riots

this century Wednesday blamed police and
local community leaders for a breakdown in

relations which it said led to the violence.

Senior Judge Lord Scarman, reporting on
hissix-month inquiry into three nightsof riot-

ing in the multiracial south London suburb of
Brbcton last April, said there was a strong

racial element in the disorders but itwas not a
race riou

More than 200 persons, most of them
policemen, were injured in the riots, in which

police were attacked with stones and petrol

bombs, shops were looted and cars and

houses set ablaze.

Lord Scarman. wbo heard evidence bom
more than 100 persons and organizations,

said the direction and policies of London s

police force were not racist, but a few officers

on the streets were occasionally racially pre-

judiced and police harassment did occur.

He recommended that authorities makes

an urgent study of improving police recruit-

ment from Britain's ethnic minoritiesand cal-

led for longer and improved training for
police recruits.

Lord Scarman also called for efforts to
avoid racially prejudiced people entering the
police force and said compulsory courses on
community relations should be set up for the

police.

He said the riots were not premeditated
but once they had begun an element of lead-

ership and direction emerged and strangers

were observed taking part Whims as well as
blacks helped to make and distribute petrol

bombs.

Lord Scarman said racial disadvantage was
a fact ofcurrent British life and it wasa signif-

icant factor in the cause of the Brixton riots.

Urgent action is needed if it is- not to

become an endemic, ineradicable disease
.threatening the very survival of our society.”

_ be said.

LONDON. Nov. 25 (R) — Most Britons

are opposed to U.S.nuclear weapons being

based in their country but favor keeping an

independent British nuclear deterrent and

staying in NATO, according to an opinion

poll published Wednesday.

The poll, conducted by MORI (Market

and Opinion Research International), comes

one month after nearly 750,000 marchers

demonstrated against the stationing of U.S.

nuclear missiles in Western Europe.

The poll suggests that 69 percent of Britons

do not want U.S. nuclearweapons in Britain.

UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 25 (AFP) —
Compromise that would allow Kurt Wal-

dheim another two or three years as United

Nations secretary - general and assure hissuc-

cession by a member of the Third World has

begun to’be mentioned as a way out of the

voting deadlock, according to diplomatic

sources.

The possibility of compromise hinges on

China, which has vetoed Waldheim's re-

election in 16 successive rounds of voting.

Peking has supported the candidacy of Tan-

zanian Foreign Minister Salim Ahmad Salim,

the candidate of the Organization of African

Unity and nonaligned nations

.

It has been generally recognized that

Salim. 39. has no chance or overcoming the

U.S. veto of his candidacy, and that his sup-

port from the nonaligned movement in the

Security Council has crumbled inepairably.

African states have begun to fearthat con-

tinued support for Salim and the resulting

deadlock will lead to the choice of a Latin

American who in five years might be re-

elected by delegates eager to avoid another

difficult election.

The Africans have come round to the idea

that re-electing Waldheim, but for a term

shorter than the usual five yean, could be the

best chance to put an African in the post two

or three years from now.

The United States has been presang China

to modify its position and agree to an exten*
sion of Waldheim's mandate, with rhe assar.

anee that the additional time would be used
to reach agreement on a Third World cawjj- -

date.

36 killed in Thai clash
BANGKOK, Nov. 25 (R). Twenty

Communist goerrtfias and 16 government
volunteers have been kitted in a dash, bt
northern Thailand, police said Wednesday.
They said the fighting took place last Moo.

day when an unknown number of Insurgents
attacked a company of volunteers In Tan-
Ngoi district of Sakon Nakhon province, 640
kms northeast of here.
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PVG Waterstop

BIN EX /
The International Co.

'for Building Materials Ltd.

BINEX /
°ffers You all that's best in building materials

throughout Saudi.Arabia.

gmiy j
offers you competitive quotations with no obligation.

/mix /

offers you the personal attention of experienced sales

staff who are trained to give you the individual attention

which we believe all our customers deserve.

offers you a full delivery service to provide you with a

swift response to your orders.

offers you the opportunity to make buying easy.

Why bother elsewhere...

BUY / BINEX / AMI
Eastern Province: Central Province: Western Province:

P.O.Box 2194. Al Khobar P.O.Box 16896. Riyadh P.O.Box 8776, Jeddah

Tel: (03) 8640461/8640665 Tel: (01) 4786168/4789323 Tel: (02) 6519524/6519764
8645351/8648302/8649774 Telex: 203106 BNEXRD SJ. Telex: 402393 BINEX SJ.

Telex: 670354 SABUT SJ.

Western Province:

P.O.Box 8776, Jeddah

670427 SAYARI SJ.
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IN ALL SIZES, AVAILABLE EX STOCK FROM
OUR WAREHOUSES

IN JEDDAH AND RIYADH

FULLY QUALIFIED TECHNICAL STAFF
TO ASSIST YOU WITH

ALL YOUR OFFICE AND SITE PROBLEMS' AT ALL TIMES.
FOR PRICES AND DETAILS PLEASE RING

tiuGncrc
^ REPRESENTATIVEV
Jeddah: Telephone: 6423314 - 6439310 - Telex: 401668 NAMAT SJ

/ a leading contracting \

company
based in jeddah requires

senioraccountant
CANDIDATES MUST HAVE:

1. A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING DESIGNATION
OR A BUSINESS/ACCOUNTING DEGREE FROM
AN ACCREDITED UNIVERSITY.

2. AT LEAST-5,YEARS OF PRACTICAL
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.

3. RELEVANT EXPERIENCE IN THE PREPARATION
OF COMPLETE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND
KNOWLEDGE OF ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
AND PROCEDURES,

4. MANAGERIAL ABILITY AND EXPERIENCE TO
DELEGATE AND SUPERVISE AT LEAST
10 PEOPLE.

5. GOOD KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO
PERSONS WHO ALSO HAVE GOOD KNOWLEDGE
OF ARABIC.

PLEASE SEND FULL RESUME (BIO-DATA) INCLUDING
TELEPHONE NO. WITHIN FIVE DAYS TO: .

FINANCIAL MANAGER,

\
P.O. BOX: 3143 — JEDDAH, /
SAUDI ARABIA. * /

mFISHER
,im l,J The first name in high fidelity

ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF THE
uMoEr'MEaitionedvessels. on

THE DATES PRESCRIBED HERE BELOW.

CALLING PORT

.‘V* C-fY. '
;

r t\ m
">

vv« •
..

f* r. ..

VESSEL E.TA EXP. PORT

CONCORDIASUN Voy. 141/08 27-11-81 28-11-81 Dammam
CONCORDIA SUN Voy.141/08 Jubail

Consignees are hereby kindly requested to produce the original Bill

of Lading duly endorsed or bank guarantee, in order to obtain

relative delivery orders to avoid any demurrage on the cargo.'

Formore information, please contact:

Al Sabah Maritkne ServicesCalM
.

P-O. Box 4047, DAMMAM, TEL: 834T150/834115V
TELEX: 601559 SABAH SJ.

CABLE: SUNARABIA.

The very finest audio craftsmanship

from me very first stereo manufacturer.

Fisher stereos, large or small, mean luxury. Rich styling. Modernistic controls. And

sound so vibrant, so life-like that nothing else, except being there, even comes dose.

Fisher stereos offer a host of unparalleled features because they come from a

company with more stereo hi-fi experience than any othercompany in the world..

Fisher invented stereo and has steadily improved it for over 40 years.

7fe!

1

FSS%orylsa hs»ya/to 1939. if

and as founder. Avery Fisher. was permanentreoogntzed In 1973 by the datScaSon ofAveryFisherHasatNew York caystamed

Uixxfr Center. Fishertodayisas ithas alwaysbeen-the tir&name in high Rfelfy

PH490K
Portable Htfi FkMtyMWfSWJSm/FM Stereo

Radh/Gaaaae Recorder
2<wxz (Max.]MusePower Output. • Graonc eousuar control.

• ASF(Auto Search FundtonX ’ tape tapabmy
• Wow A Butter: 0.055% WRMS ' Dolby’ NR system
• Oa&cha&e speakers.

Dotty a a tradaowk ol Defer Labor*™*.
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clairol brings you

condition
shampoo

the new 2 ini shampoo and conditioner

that cleans and conditions hair instantly.

Condition shampoo:
a lush protein enriched

formula helps put an end

to limp, flabby hair, get's

it back into shape,

makes it. manageable

and healthy ngain.

Restore; body and shine

Leaves your hair clean.

...... very dead.

Available for;

normal, dry and oily hair.

General Agent inthe Kingdom

Jeddah: Head Office 6369793 -Showrooms64343306431 807 -6517696
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Experts report to U.N.

Cambodia toxic war
UNITED NATIONS M-.., r * - . . _UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 25 (AFP)

United Nations experts have failed to find
proof of chemical warfare in Cambodia and
Laos. Their findings, reported to the U N
General Assembly Tuesday, fail to substanti-
ate American charges that Cambodian villa-

Tree surgeon convicted
DANBURY, Connecticut, Nov. 25 (R)—

A jury convicted a tree surgeon of first-
degree manslaughter Tuesday afterthe judge
rejected a submission that he had stabbed
and killed a. friend wh3e possessed by
demon;.
Arne Johnson, 19, was accused of killing

Alan Bono, 40, during an argument following
a party last Feb. 16 in nearby Brookfield.
Defense lawyer, Martin Mumella, told the

superior court that Johnson had been posses-
sed by demons transferred to him during an
exorcism rite on an 1 1-year-old boy last year.
But judge Robert Callahan refused to allow
the submission as a defense and the jury of
seven women and five men found Johnson
guilty after 17 hours of deliberation.

gers resisting the Communist regime there
were killed by a poisonous “yellow rain"
from helicojfters.

Washington bad announced that high con-
centrations of poisonous chemicals were
found in Cambodian vegetation. U.S. sources
suggested the poison most have been pro-

duced in the Soviet Union.
Four U.N.-appointed investigators visited

Thailand from Oct. 31 to Nov. 10 to examine

evidence, including samples of vegetation
and earth from Cambodia submitted by
American experts. But the investigators

reported it was impossible to determine the

origin of the chemical agents found. The
investigators were unable to go to areas

where poison rain attacks were alleged to
have taken place.

The report stated: “ During its visit to the
refugee camps in Thailand, the group made
an effort to meet the particular individuals

who were mentioned in United States mis-
sions, but was unable to locate them in those
camps. The medical personnel interviewed in

the rrefugee camps state that they did not

ftjflbnevflS International

#
Soviets fleeced

discounted in jewelry fraud

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2*, 1981

Foot names chief aides

NOTICE >

TO SAUDIFIRMS
AND

HEADED BY ITS PRESIDENT, MR. PAOLO CORAZZI,
CREMONA EXPORT TRADE MISSION OF ITALIAN PRODUCERS
WILL VISIT JEDDAH ON 28TH, 29TH AND 30TH NOVEMBER,
1981 FOR CONTACTS WITH POTENTIAL SAUDI CUSTOMERS

AND AGENTS.

MEMBERS OF THE MISSION ARE:

NAME:

Mr. Paolo Corazzi

Mr. Giorgio Ajani

Mr. Vittorio Corbetta

Giuseppe Alberto Bianchi

Piergiacinto Cremonesi

Amilcare Manfred!

EnricoJiiaggia ...

Luigi Boccadoro ...

Rosolino-Gerevinl

Angelo Tartaglia

Emilio Bernards
'

CO. NAME AND PRODUCTION:

President of Cremona Export
Giorgio Ajani Co. Various kinds of cheese.

C.B.M. SpA. Medical articles in stainless

steel, hospital furniture and equipment.

Robisport Di Bianchi.

Sportswear and casual wear.

New PlastSRL.
Inflatable sea mattresses and canoes.

Manfred! Co.
Timber for Construction and finishing.

Future SRL. House linen, embroidered .

bed covers, bed sheets etc. ;•

SjlaS.P-A^WaU pajyrts, .enamel, spray,

stucco, plaster, thinner."

Corazzi Paolo. Abrasive fibers and

sponges for domestic cleaning.

Banca Popolare di Cremona (Bank).

ADB Arredamenti SNC,
Kitchens and furniture.

DISCUSSIONS WILL BE HELD AT: THE COMMERCIAL OFFICE
OF THE ITALIAN EMBASSY, JEDDAH, KHALID BIN WALID
STREET, OPPOSITE OLD AL MOKHTAR SUPERMARKET.

TEL: 6517184 / 6517452. TELEX: 401439 ITCE SJ.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR APPOINTMENTS.

THE SOURCE
FOR

CONCRETE
CONVEYORS:

Morgen Mobile Placers convey

concrete 36' high, 56' out on the go

For concrete, stone, dirt and building

materials

discharge section articulates for

greater reach. Conveyor is self

propelled

100 cubic yards per hour and rugged

dependability

replaces pumps, cranes and

manpower and one man operation

When the W»w wants fit InCT General Trading &SSt* (Q| M IE, Equipment Est.

products & systems | | Lbmhm
Kina Abdul Aziz Boulevard, Alkhobar • Mailing address: P.O. Box 194, Dhahran Airport,

Saudi Arabia Phone: (03) 8646816 Alkhobar. Telex 670119 ASIACOSJ

Riyadh Sales Office: Mailing address: P.O. Box: 41307, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

.Phone (01) 491-8481.
.

Jeddah Sales Office: P.O. Box: 283&Jeddah,$audi Arabia.Phone: 6823812.

come across cases which could be attributed

to chemical warfare agents...

“The only alleged victims of recent expos-

ure (23 days prior to the interview) to alleged

chemical warfare agents claimed that they

walked through an area contaminated by
“yellow powder."

The U.N. group “found itself unable to

reach a final conclusion as to whether or not

chemical warfare agents had been used...

Definitive conclusions would require

“timely access to the areas of alleged use of

chemical warfare agents in ' order to establ-

ish the true facts."

The investigators were Maj. Esmat Ezz.

director of the Egyptian Army Research

Department, Kenyan surgeon Edward
Ambeva. Philippine army chemicals service

assistant director, .Lt. Col. Nestor Castillo,

and Dr. Humberto Guerra, ofthe Lima Trop-
ical Medicine Institute.

MOSCOW, Nov. 25 (R)— The staff in

a Moscow jewelers’ shop made more than
halfa million roubles(S700,000) in a mas-

sive fraud, the newspaper Moskovskajn
Pravda has reported.

It said that over nine years they had
regularly forged price tickets for expen-
sive jewelry, selling it for 10 to 15 percent

more than the official price and pocketing
the difference. Gold and precious stones

are extremely difficult to buy in the Soviet

Union and long queues form when jewelry

shops have new deliveries of rings.

The newspaper said Tuesday the shop
staff made as much as 1,300 roubles (S
1,800) from selling one item, and had

often taken bribes. The manager, named
as Vladimir Prikbodka, was jailed for 12
years and six others were given various
unspecified sentences.

LON DON. Nov. 25 (AP)— Michael Fbot.

leader of Britain's opposition Labor Party,

named his House of Commons “shadow

cabinet" or chief party spokesmen Tuesday.

Following an internal power struggle,

left-winger Tony Benn, energy secretary in

the last Labor government, was dropped

from the 15-member team after refusing to

abide by shadow cabinet policy.

In another switch, Fbot moved defense

spokesman Bxyomor John to the social sec-

urity portfolio! John disagreed with official

Labor Party policy favoring British unilateral

nuclear disarmament.

The defense slot goes to John Sfikin,

already in the shadow cabinet as Commons
opposition floor leader. His i title will be

spokesman on “detense and disarmament"
— reemphasize Labor santi-nuckiarsunce
The most outspoken left-wing member of

Foot' steam is Eric Heffer. a Benn ally and
opponent of British membership in the Euro-
pean Economic community, who becomes
spokesman on European and Common Mar-
ket affairs. Labor is committed to British

withdrawal from the EEC. Labor's deputy
leader Denis Healey remains spokesman on
foreign affairs.

In addition to the 1 5 shadow cabinet mem-
bers elected by Labor members of parliament
last week. Foot named 1 1 other top aides,

including Joan Lestor, who gets the new job

of spokeswoman for women’s fights, and
welfare.

California kids keep murder secret

BRIEFS
A VELLINO, Southern Italy (AFP) — An

earthquake measuring 5 on the Mercalli scale

of 12 shook the Avellino area early Wednes-
day. There were no reports of casualties or

damage.
LA PAZ. (AFP) — The Bolivian govern-

ment Wednesday released 25 imprisoned

mining workers, two days after the wives of

14 of them began a protest hunger strike in

the Roman Catholic archbishopric here, fol-

lowing church mediation.

WARSAW (AFP) — Australian Foreign

Minister Anthony Street arrived here Wed-
nesday for a three-day official visit, PAP
news agency said. He was welcomed on arri-

val bv Poland’s Foreign Minister Josef

Czyrek. It is the first visit to Poland by any

Australian foreign minister.

PARIS (AFP) — France announced Wed-

nesday that it had conducted an underground
nuclear test in the Pacific region on Nov. 11.

but denied repons that it was a neutron
bomb. The presidential palace, in a press

statement, said the explosion at Mururoa
Atoll site was part of a French series of nuc-

lear test.

HARFORD, West Germany (R) — A
bomb exploded at a British military base in

West Germany Wednesday causing slight

damage but no injuries, just a day after a

similar incident outside the British consulate

in Hamburg, a British military spokesman
said.

MILPITAS, California Nov. 25 (AP) —
Officials and some ofthe students at Milpitas

high school reacted with shock and revulsion

to reports that more than a dozen of their

classmates were shown the body of a mur-

dered girl but failed to report it to police.

“This is causing our campus a tremendous

amount of grief.” said the school principal,

Charles Perotti.

Milpitas police Sgt. Ron Icely said 13 stu-

dents who saw the body of 1 4-year-old Marcy

Renee Conrad were cold and callous about

the incident. “Their prime objective was to

cover up their friend,’’ said Icely. “They
showed no remorse at all for the girl...These

kinds got their priorities messed up. 1 just

couldn't believe it."

Police finally were notified of the partially

clad body in a ravine near a reservoir by an

.
1 8-vear-old auto worker who had gone to the

site with friends from the school. Anthony-J.

Broussard, 10, ex-boyfriend of Miss Conrad,
was arrested for investigation of murder Nov
5, nearly 48 hours after police say the girl

died. The county coroner's office said she w as

strangled, and an autopsy was beign per-

formed to determine if she had been

assaulted.

Sheriffs Sgt. Gary Meeker said several

students told police Broussard had bragged
about the slaving and offered to show friends

the girl's body.

According to Icely, one student covered
the corpse with leaves so it could not be seen

from the road, and others threw rocks at it

A juvenile court hearing Tuesday to decide

whether Broussard should be tried as an adult

was continued until Dec. 15. Broussard is

being held at the county juvenile hall.

In the past few months,

we’ve turned English rice

bogs into Arabic-

designed balloons and
bumper stickers fora

department store

in Jeddah™
produced an audiovisual

presentation for a hospital

in Taif_

and created an Arabic/

English identity program.

What we do next is uptoyou.

SAUDI RESEARCH &
MARKETING, INC

2100 West Loop South, Suite 1650
Houston, Texas 77027
Telephone: (713) 961-0245

Tetoc 790209 ARAB NEWS HOG

S. No. Name

1 Ole Andreas Martinsen

2 Sven Erik Westbye

3 Torstein Arnesen

4 Magne Berg

5 Kjetil Slettbakk

6 Knut Tverli

7 Thor Hansen

8 Jan Furuwald

9 Ulf Maela

10 Bjorn Hagen

1 1 Erik Skiaker

Passport No.

D—0018565—

1

C—0239007—

7

C—0983738—12

D—0003597- -1

C—0978376—

7

C—0220313—

1

C—0989331-1
B—0961215
B-0691 423-22

D—0028255-1
D-0134872- 15

Saudi Bulk Transport Co. warns any prospective employers that dealing with

any of the above-mentioned persons is a violation of the Kingdom's regulations.
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Imposes severe cuts

EEC agrees on draft budget

flffbneros Economy

France set

it to resume

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER *6,199

BRUSSELS, Nov. 25 (R) — European
Economic Community (EEC) governments
agreed on a 1982 draft budget Wednesday,
imposing severe cuts on spending plans
drawn up by the European Parliament, dip-

lomatic sources here said.

“There was an atmosphere of austerity

reflecting our own national budget prob-
lems,” Britain’s financial secretary to the

treasury, Nicholas Ridley, told journalists

after a marathon 16-hour meeting of EEC
budget ministers.

But Ridley said governments hoped to

avoid the clashes with the parliament which
have characterized efforts to agree on spend-

ing in recent years.
“We hope they understand our problems.’’

he said, in a reference to the tough measures

many countries have taken to curb spending

at home. The ministers agreed actual pay-

ments from the EEC budget next year should
total $24.4 billion, while commitments for

new projects would total $26 billion,

would total $26 billion.

Ridley emphasized that spending on the

community's regional and social policies

China farms in the red
PEKING, Nov. 25 (R) — Most of

China's 2,000 state farms, which have to

support 1 1 million people, run at a loss and
exist on government subsidies, the People *s

Daily said Wednesday.
It said in a front page commentary that

some farms which were supposed to be

major grain-producing centers were unable

|

to meet their quotas and feed their own
workers at the same time. Nearly five rail-

|

lion laborers work on state farms and their

families are looked after as well.

Most of China's crops are grown on
i communes, in theory collectively owned by

the peasants who work them! State farms
occupy about 4.5 percent of China’s arable

land and produced 2.4 percent of national

grain output last year.

The commentary called on the farms,

many of which process their own products,

to do a better job by considering the needs
of both home and export markets. It said

they should forget about being self-

sufficient and diversify from grain into cash

crops, stock-breeding, forestry and
fisheries. The forms should also allow their

worjers to set up small private and collec-

tive enterprises within their boundaries.

would grow by up to 20 percent next year,

despite Wednesday's cuts. But the ministers

were bracing themselves for a stormy reac-

tion from the parliament, which has the

power to veto the budget, when it examines
the draft next month, the diplomats said.

The assembly has been pushing hard for a
major shift away from form spending — at

present more than 60 percent of the total—
toward policies which will help combat
economic recession in the community. West
Germany, the community's principal

paymaster, was the prime mover in taking the

axe to the parliament's proposals.

Britain, the second largest contributor to

EEC funds,was also willing to forge aid to its

ailing industries for the sake ofbudget auster-

ity, the sources, said.

West German Deputy Finance Minister

Hoist Schulmann told journalists that Bonn
could not accept huge rises in EEC funds
while it was forced to hold down an increase

in domestic spending to four percent next

year.

France also helped reject pleas, from the

EECs poorest countries, Italy, Greece and
Ireland, that the ministers should boost

spending aimed at ironing out inequalities

between rich and poor.

Foreign Exchange Rates

- m-iunbarFamilyShopping Center
>
b Where your family REALL Y saves

Tel: (03! 864-6364, Telex: 671214, Box 281 Dhahran Airport, Saudi Arabia.

Transfer

9.08
14.40

BMS Engineering and Services Ltd.

REQUIRE AIRCONDITIONING TECHNICIANS.

EXPERIENCE ON WINDOW UNITS, CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS AND APPLIANCES.

APPLICANTS WITH TRANSFERABLE IQAMAS ONLY.
TELEPHONE: 6433856 - JEDDAH.

GOVERNESS
T : :T : 1

YOUNG, MODERN SAUDI ARABIAN
FAMILY WANTS BRITISH GOVERNESS
FOR TWO BOYS AGED 10 AND 13.

CANDIDATES SHOULD HAVE
TRANSFERABLE IQAMA.

GENEROUS AND FRIENDLY TREATMENT.
WRITE TO:

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
P. O. BOX: 4150 - JEDDAH.

Quoted at £00 P.M. Tuesday

SAMA Cash Transfer

Bahraini Dinar 9.08 9.08
Bmifarirdii Taka — 14.40

Belgian Franc (1,000)
—

fimaitiMi Dollar — 290.00

Demcbe Mark (100) 153.75 153.55

Dutch Guilder (100) 140.60 14035
Egyptian Pbond 3.75 4.13

Emirates Dirham (100) 93.00 9330
French Franc (100) 61.00 60.85

Greek Drachma (1.000) 5330 6050
Indian Rupee (100) — 37.45

Iranian Riyal (100)
— —

Iraqi Dinar — —
Italian Lira (102)00) 38.90 28.70

Japanese Yen (1,000) — 15.85

Jordanian Dinar 10.12 102)7

Kuwaiti Dinar 12212 12.21

Lebanese Lira (100) 74.00 73.90

Moroccan Dirham (100) 60.50 64.80

Pakistani Rupee (100) — 34.80

Philippines Peso (100) — —
Pound Sterling 6-62 b.59

Qatari Riyal (100) 94.00 94.05

Singapore Dollar (100) — 166.60

Spam* Peseta (1,000) 35.75 35.95

Sarissftanc (100) 192.50 192.20

Syrian Lira (100) 58.80 63.75

Turkish Lira (1,000)
— —

U5. Dollar 3.43 3.425

Yemeni Riyal (100) 75.25 74.90

SdBngMce Buying Price

Gold kg. 45,100 44,900

10 Tolas bar 5,270 5.220

Ounce 1.420 1.390

The above cash and transfer rates are sup-

plied by Al-Rajld Company for Currency

grfhanp & CODUIItltt, Gabd St-, Tel-

6420932, Jeddah.

6.59 |

94.05
|

166.60
35.95

192.20
63.75

We are manufacturer,

Retailer, Wholesaler &

Exporter of Exclusive

Ladies Dresses for all occasions.

AH enquiries welcome.

419, River Valley Road, Singapore 1024

Tei: 2359851 /7342057

N -program
PARIS. Nov. 25 (AFP) — The French

government Wednesday resume France’s
1

nuclear power program by authorizing work

on six sites which were frozen during the

summer until parliament debated the matter

in September.
Five reactors each of 1.300 megawatts,

envisaged under a two-year plan adopted by

parliament this autumn, arc to be built at

Chooz near the Belgian frontier, at Cattenom

near the frontier with Belgium, Luxembourg
and West Germany, at Nogent in central

France, at Golfech in the south west, and at

Penly near the Channel.

The sixth is a 900 megawatt reactor to be

built at Chinon in central France, but two

other 'frozen sites at Pellerin near the

Atlantic and Civeaux in central France are to

be studied fun her.
Before giving the go-ahead .for the

resumption of work, the government held to

its commitment to consult local bodies which

came out in favor of construction.

The Chooz and Cattenom sites have been
strongly?rtached by ecologists in neighboring

countries, and the French government said it

has informed the governments concerned
that it would continue exchanging informa-

tion on the issue .

The center- right government defeated in

elections m the spring of this year had plan-

ned to build nine nuclear power stations in

1982 and 1983.

London commodities

Dollar rates continueto slide

Gold (S per ounce)

Closing Prices
Wednesday Tuesday
409.75 399.75

Silver cash (pence per ounce) 423.00 424.00
3 months 438.00 439.00
Copper casb 841.00 838.00
3 months 868.25 865.25

Tin cash 8337.50 8332.50
3 months 8652.50 8650.50
Lead cash 340.00 332.75
3 months 354.25 346.75
Zinc cash 446.25 444.25
3 months 458.75 456.75
Alanuiuura cash 563 .in 550.25
3 months 587.50 574.25
Nickel cash 271450 2722.50
3 months 2717150 2729.00
Sugar January 162.fO 159.00
March 164.35 162.15
Coffee November 1133.00 1123.00
March 1115.00 1129.00
Cocoa December 1083.00 1123.00
March 1054.00 1104.00

By J.H. Hammond

JEDDAH, Nov. 25— The American cur-

rency slipped on the New York and Euro-
pean exchange markets Wednesday. The
major factor seemed to have been the prime
rate cut moves led by Chase Manhattan Bank
which reduced its prime rate from 16V6 to

15'* percent. Other smaller banks followed

suit, taking the prime lending rate to its low-

est level yet for this year.

The dollar was further affected by the news
that the consumer price index by 0.4 percent

in October, reversing the good September
figures. As a consequence, U.S. dollar inter-

est rates which had been relatively stable and
indeed firming over the past few days, slipped

in New York Tuesday night. Gold and silver

rallied slightly on the dollar's weakness, tak-

ing gold to $41)1.80 in New York — $4 up
over the previous closing rate.

On the local markets riyal deposit rates fell

by about 1 -1 Yj percent in the short tenorson

the news of the dollar's weakness. Dealers

reported that transactions were once again

concentrated in the very short tenors with few
institutions willing to deal beyond the

three- month period.-

ln the money markets, the one-year dollar

deposit rate is now quoted at per-

cent — falling below the 13 percent level of
only a few days ago. The drop in the short

tenors was also comparable, with the one-

month dollar deposit now trading at 1 1 11/

16-11 13/16 percent compared with 12 per-

cent levels Tuesday. Friday should be a cru-

cial day for the American currency as it will

indicate whether the coming week will con-

tinue to see further dollar interest rate easing

or will see the money markets pause for a

while and reassess long-term trends given the.

Still uncertain funding requirements for the

U.S. federal budget.

The exchange markets were interested io

short-term consideration however, and deal-

ers reacted by setting the dollar in some sharp

and hectic trading in Europe Wednesday.
The switch in sentiment helped to Icftver the

dollar's value against virtually alt ties qthei

major currencies. The British pound, which

had seemed to weaken at the 1 .89/1.90 level,

shot up todose at 1.9275 in Ni&w. York and
traded at this level in London Wednesday.
Similarly, the French franc went up to 5,612u
levels' after touching 5.7200 Tuesday. The
story was the same with the othcr cunencte
— for example, the German mark recovered

to 2.2210 Wednesday (previously 2.2430).

and the yen was trading at 214/gi5.fevel!
from previous 216 levels.

The dollar’s weakness in Europe was
reflected in the local .market*: which only
Tuesday seemed tohave stabilised with deal-

ers assuingeach other that the time for taking

a longer term view had arised. Wednesday
saw riyal deposit rates fall by between 1 to

1% percent, in most tenors but with the

largest falls recorded in. the shorter periods.

One-month JIBOR rates were -quoted. at

6 l(4-6 V* percent Wednesday compared with

$ 7/s-7% -percent Tuesday. Week-fixed
deposits fen back to 3-4 percent from 4-5

percent, fehttethc one-year fixed also feB

back to 1116-12 percent from Tuesday's
12-12 Yi percent. Dealing was concentrated

in the abort tenors though of under one-

month, with brokers reporting that few

institutions were willing to “stick their necks

out” under such unstable market conditions.

On the local exchange markets, spot riyal

opened at 3.41 80-90 and remained basically

at that level for the rest of ihc day with little

buying interest seen.

$368m FAO budget approved

Note Prices hi pound? per metric Urn.

The above prices are provided by Saadi Research &
Investment Ltd., P.O. Box 6474, Tel: 6653908,

Jeddah.

ROME, Nov. 25 (R) — A controversial,

rise in the biennial budget of the U.N. Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) was
approved Wednesday but the countries who
will pay for most of it voted against the

increase.

The rise, from $278 million in 1980-1981
to $368 miHioa in 1982-1983, won support

from 110 countries at the FAO conference

here, with five votes against and nine absten-

tions.

The five countries whocast a ‘no’ vote were
some ofFAQ’s biggest donors— the United
States, Britain, West Germany, Japan and
Switzerland.

“The fight against hunger will not be won

simply by increasing administrative expend

tures.’* they said in a joint statement als

approved by Belgium, Luxembourg, th

Netherlands and New Zealand.

Speaking for the developing countrie

Zambia’s agriculture minister. UN1A Mwili

retorted that these powers “are so con

ditioned to vote against this budget” that the

would have done, so whatever the figure

involved.

Wednesday’s vote marked the end of

long fight between tbeing donors and FAO
director, general," Edotird Saouraa, wh
inspired the increase in programs an

accused all who opposed it of attempting t

stifle the growth ofthe developing countries
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U.S. oil imports fall

below 4 million bpd
WASHINGTON. Nov. 25 (R) — U.S.

imports ofcrude oil have fallen to their lowest
level since 1975, the American Petroleum
Institute (API) said.

It said Tuesday the drop was due to better
petrol mileage in cars and other conservation
measures, reduced industrial activity caused
by the slowdown of the economy and
increased domestic production of oil.

private group which represents the
U.S. oil industry said in a statement that

America to buy
Jamaica bauxite
WASHINGTON, Nov. 25 (R) — Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan Tuesday ordered the
acquisition of 1.6 million ions of Jamaican
bauxite for America's strategic defense
stockpile.

The U.S. government will procure the
bauxite, which is used in aluminium produc-
tion, through a combination of cash payments
to the Jamaican government and bartering of
U.S. agricultural products.

imports averaged 3.9 million barrels a day

(bpd) during October, the first time they have
been below four million barrels a day since

June. 1975. Crude oil imports reached their

peak in July, 1977. when they averaged

7.068,000 barrels a day.
Meanwile, according to a congressional

report, the growth oT profits by American oil

companies has thwarted modernization of
U.S. industries.

The House of Representatives Energy and
Commerce Committee said that since the

1973 oil embargo, U.S. economic strength

had been redirected into energy at the

expense of other industries.

"This shift into energy exploitation has

reduced the United States to the status of a

lesser developed country.” the report said.
“ We are a net exporter of food and raw

materials, such as lumber and coal, and we
are a net importer of value-added products

such as machine tools.”

The report said capital that would have
been available to rebuild American industrial

.
strength bad been diverted into finance more
drilling and exploration.

Showup
atsundown
for the best
barbecue
bonanza
in Riyadh!

Every Thursday at Sundown, taste the Hyatt’s big country

barbecue flavor of "Phone steak, giant shrimps, french-style

lambchop5, tasty chicken, mix-your-own salads and mountains

of ice cream sundaes!

Eat all you can for SR. 70 and there’s a special deal for kids!

Every Thursday from 7pm - 11pm.

Hyatt Regency©Riyadh

Airport Road Redec Plaza Tel. (01 )
477-1 1 1

1

Other Hyatt Hotels in (he Middle East: Hyact Regency Kuwait Hyatt Regency Dubai Hyatt El Salam Cairo

Other Hyatt Hotels in Saudi Arabia: Hyatt Regency Jeddah Hyatt Yanbu Hyati Ginn

Dear Consignees,

YUSUF BIN AHMED KANOO have the pleasure to ann-

ounce the eta's of the following vessels to the indicated

ports on the prescribed dates:

NAME OF VESSELS

TAHALISINI MANA

MORETON BAY

TAHALISINI MANA

SHIPPING
LINES

ETA

Hoegh 25-11-81

Nedlloyd 27-11-81

O.C.L. 28-11-81

Hoegh 2-12-81

ARRIVAL
PORT

You are requested to collect the delivery orders by submit-

ting your Original Bill of Lading to avoid any delays.

Agents:

.M, Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo
DAMMAM
P.0.&0X 37

^ Td: 8323011

Tefex: 601011 KANOO SJ.

JU6AIL

P.0.B.122

Tel: 8329622

Telex: 631051

RIYADH
P.O.Box 753

Tel: 4789496

Telex: 201038 KANOO SJ.

tVjabim Economy

Inflation hits ^
14.1 percent wa»JL
#

Though President ]

in France ssstse

Rift with Congress

Reagan opposes alien aid cut

PARIS. Nov. 25 (R) — France's annual
inflation rate increased to more than 14 per-
cent in October, despite government meas-
ures introduced early in the month to restrain

price increases on some items, the National
Statistics Institute (INSEE) has said.

The increase in consumer prices rose to 1.2

percent from 1.1 percent in September, tak-
ing year-on-year inflation to 14.1 percent,

the government institute said.

An INSEE spokesman said the figures

reflected increases in some prices not
affected by the government's anti-inflation

measures, such as health charges and quar-
terly rent rises. He also said it had taken so'me

rime for the effect of the measures to be felt.

Inflation stood at 1 2.7 percent in May.

WASHINGTON. Nov. 25 (AFP) —
Though President Ronald Reagan has this

week run into congressional opposition to bis

proposals to reduce government spending,
leading to emergency funding measures, he is

nevertheless anxious that' Congress should
not reduce foreign aid.

No new bfll to fund the defense and
development of foreign nations 'has in fact

been enacted by Gongress for three years,

and this state of affairs may continue for the
1982 fiscal year, in view of the continuing
deadlock between Congress and the presi-

dent over his funding program.
At the same time, the military and

economic assistance appropriations now
envisaged by the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives are at least $1 billion short of
what the president wants.

For though intent on saishing spending in

most sectors, Reagan considers that aid —
especially military aid— to developing coun-

tries must be maintained at a considerable

level by reason of their strategic importance.

Commenting on the finance bill which the

president vetoed Monday, Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Chairman Charles

Percy said the foreign assistance appropria-

tions it offered “would severely restrict the

president? s ability to carry out his foreign

policy”.

Reagan, who is particularly anxious not to

appear indifferent to the problems of

developing countries, declared himslef at the

Oct. 22 North-South summit meetingat Can-
cun. Mexico, “puzzled by suspicions that the

U.S. might ignore the developing world”.

He assured his summit colleagues that the

United States was “willing to engage in a new
preparatory process to see what can be
achieved"- This was indicated recently by
Peter McPherson, administrator of the

Agency for International Development
(AID).

Poland receives Japan grapples with trade surplus
1 2m from KRC TOKYO, Nov. 25 (AFP) — Continuing $20.5 billion and its payments surplus S

nrMSIITi*' from iM MHn. n»rtn«rs W farcin* biDicm in the year to March 1978.

BRUSSELS, Nov. 25 (R) — The Euro-

pean Common Market agreed to give Poland

around $12 million in emergency aid to help

alleviate worsening food shortages.

Diplomats said the aid was agreed at a

meeting of budget ministers from the Euro-

pean Economic Community after a strong

plea from the European Parliament.

Lech Walesa, leader of Poland's Solidarity

free trade union movement, last week
appealed for more Western aid to cope with

desperate shortages of essential foodstuffs

during Poland's harsh winter.

TOKYO, Nov. 25 (AFP) — Continuing
pressure from its trade partners is forcing

Japan to come.up with a third set ofproposals
designed to trim its trade surplus.

The-same basic problem arose in 1973 and
in 1978. This time it looks rather harder to

handle.

Japan’s trade surplus in 1973 was much
smaller and its disagreement with the United

States concerned only specific sectors. At
that time the emphasis was on increased air-

craft imports by Japan. The Lockheed: scan-

dal followed.

By 1978, the situation was more like

todays. The Japanese trade surplus was

SAUDI ARABIAN GOVERNMENT TENDERS
Authority Description Tender' Tender Closing

Number Price Date
(SR)

Ministry of Posts, Supply of watchmen for 10/31 200 24.11.81
Telegraph and PIT buildings in the
Telephones Eastern Province

Qara Rural Complex in Sale of a 50 x 50 square me 200 26.11.81
Jouf ter fuel station in KJioaa/

Jouf in a public auction

‘Al-Qaryat Govemorate Construction of a fence 190 50 18.11.81
around the residence of
the governor

Ministry of Posts, Supply of laser sheets 120340 500 4.11.81

Telegraph and
Telephones

$20.5 billion and its paymeats surplus $14.4

biflkm in the year to March 1978.

On this occasion, the Airbus plane came to

the fore, as WesternEurope pressed Japan to

buy it as part of a general rise in imports. The
United States protested at the " fiook” of

Japanese car shipments, motorbikes and
cameras.
Tim Japanese government came out with a

bold budget to match a proposed growth rate

of seven percent.. It spent money to stimulate

the economy, and acted to increase aircraft

imports.

Today, the government appears to have
less room to maneuver. The yen has depreci-

ated sharply since 1978, and the government
cannot allow itself the luxury of large-scale

public spending.

In these circumstances, a drop in the cen-
tral bank’s discount rate, giving a fillup to

consumption and investment, is likely to be
part of an emergency program being gov-

ernment after the Nov. 30 reshuffle.

Increased imports are again being
demanded by the United States and the

European Economic Community (EEC), but

his time the accent appears to be on biscuits

and oranges rather than planes.

It is generally expected that customs duties

win be reduced on certain goods, including

biscuits, machine-tools and car parts: quotas

will be raised on oranges, beef and leather;

import formalities win be simplified for cars,

foodstuffs and medical supplies.
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Japan to lend
Egypt %240m
CAIRO, Nov. 25 (R) — Japan is to lend

Egypt $240 million for a number of
development projects, the official Middle

East News Agency reported.

It said that under an agreement signed in

Cairo Tuesday by Japanese Ambassador
Toshio Yamazaki and Economy Minister

Suleiman Noureddin, $31 million was allo-

cated for work on the Suez Canal.

Egyptian officials said later that this money
would be used to construct a new anchorage

area in the canal. The 173 km (108 mile)

waterway was deepened and widened in a

five-year project completed last December at

a cost of $1.3 billion provided by Japan, the

World Bank and Western Europe.

China set to float

global bond issue
PEKING, Nov. 25 (AFP) — China wUl

launch its first bond issue on the international

capital market in the next few weeks. New
China News Agency said Wednesday.

China International Trust and Investment

Corporation (CHIC) will issue private

placement notes in Japan to the value of

10,000 million yen ($46 million) “at the end
of the year or early next year,” the agency

said.

One is a government body that channels

foreign investments in China.

Zaire signs contract

for aluminium plant
KINSHASA. Nov. 25 (AFP)— A contract

for the construction of an aluminium plant in

Zaire has been signed here by the Zairese

authorities and representatives of an interna-

tional consortium.

The agreement for the $1.2 billion project,

the largest private investment ever for Zaire,

was signed Tuesday. Ultimate planned capac-

ity of the plant, to be built at Mwanda, is

600,000 tons a year. Production is expected
to begin in two years.

The consortium comprises eight groups,

led by Aluminium Suisse (Alusuisse). The
other groups are:

Mcs-Societa Pier Azioni of Italy, Eneroin-
vest of Yugoslavia, the West German firm

Vexeinigte Aluminium-Werke A.G., Norsk
Hydro of Norway. Yoshida Kogyo K.K. and
Sumitomo of Japan and Estei Aluminium
B.V. of the Netherlands.
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SAUDI ESTABLISHMENT HAS FOR
SALE A NUMBER OF USED HEAVY
EQUIPMENT IN GOOD CONDITION.

INTERESTED PARTIES ARE
REQUESTED TO CONTACT:

PHONE NOS: 6534883 - 6531571 -
6534891 - JEDDAH.
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Russian
gymnasts
fancied
MOSCOW, Nov. 25 (AP) — Soviet men

are favored to defend the team title Wednes-
day at the World Gymnastics Champion-
ships, but Japan and China should make it a
battle for the first medals of the meet.

Optional exercises in six events will decide
the contest, with both Asian teams hoping to

use their formidable free-style skills to chal-

lenge the Soviets at the Olympic Sports.

Arena.
Led by 19-year-old newcomer Yuri

Korolev and veteran Alexander Dityatin. the

Soviets scored 293.60 points in the opening
compulsory exercises Monday to take a com-
fortable lead.

Japan was runnerup with 291.50 points

and East Germany placed third with 290.20,

closely followed by China with 290.00.

U.S. men, disappointed by low marks in

the horizontal bar. parallel bars and floor

exercises, were hoping to retain fifth place,

coach Abie Grossfeit said.

'‘The Chinese and German coaches said

they thought all our gymnasts were marked
too low in the horizontal bar. and I felt a

couple of our guys were underscored in the

parallel bar.

He contended that Soviet Bloc judges were

bias in favor of the hosts and other East

European teams in the corapulsories.“I think

the Soviets will win. They are a little more
consistent than the Japanese. The Chinese

should take the bronze if the judges mark
correctly,” he said.

The Soviets defeated Japan for the team

championship at the 1979 World Champion-
ships in Texas, and the United States took the

bronze medal. East Germany was fourth and
China, returning to world competition after

two decades, was fifth.

Korolev, with a high mark of 9.90 and
nothing less than 9.75. paced the Soviets to

five of the top seven places in the individual

point standings. Diyatin. the afl-jaround title

defender, was runner-up with 58.8. He was
slightly handicapped by a leg injury.

The three best Americans were Bart Con-
nor in 15th. Peter Vidar in 27th and Jim

Hartung in 29th. The 26 best gymnasts in the

team event qualify for the all-round finals

Friday.

The Soviet women's team took the lead

ahead of China and East German in the team
compulsories Tuesday. The Soviets swept all

four events — the uneven bar. the balance

beam, vault and floor— and held five of the

top eight spots in the individual standings.

Romania, competing, without superstar

Nadia Comaneci, was fourth and the United

States fifth. The team competition will be

decided after the optionals Thursday.
• The top 24 women in the team competition

qualify for the women’s all round event

Saturday. Individual apparatus champion-

ships for men and women will be held Sun-

day.

’Australia's men’s team rounded off their

program with a solid performance in the

optional exercises.

Competing in one ofthe early groupbefore
the medal hopes take the floor, the

Australians totaled 268.05 to go with then-

compulsory exercises 268.65 for an overall

total of 536.70.

That should be good enough to place them
around 20th out of the 27 nations competing,

compared to the 19th spot they achieved in

the last World Championships, at Fort Worth
.two years ago.

Mavericks crash to eleventh straight defeat
NEW YORK, Nov. 25 (AP) — Things

haven't changed all that much for the Dallas

Mavericks.
Last season, their first in the National

Basketball Association, the Mavericks had
losing streaks of 12 and 15 games. This
season, they were supposed to be a whole
lot better.

Supposed to beh the Mavericks current
losing streak has reached serious propor-
tions. The Los Angeles Lakers 1 25- 110 vic-

tory in Dallas was their eighth straight

Tuesday night, but the loss was the 11th
straight for Dallas. “We played about as

good aswe are capable ofplaying in the first

half yet we were down by 12," Dallas coach
Dick Motta said. “We just got beat by a
superior team. They have a winning team.

The only thing that will stop them !s if they
self-destruct.” Which seems to be what
Mavericks are all about.

Rookies Rolando Blackman and Jay
Vincent, the building blocks of the Mavs
future, combined for 56 of Dallas' points.

but as has been the case in the 1- 1 2 season,

they were simply overmatched.

In other games, the Indiana Pacers beat

the New York Knicks 127-112; the

Washington Bullets defeated the Golden
State Warriors 107-88; the Atlanta Hawks
nipped the Cleveland Cavaliers 94-92 in

overtime; the Milwaukee Bucks beat the

Detroit Pistons 103-95; the New Jersey

Nets stopped the Houston Rockets 102-84

and the Chicago Bulls beat the San Diego
Clippers 109-102.
While the Mavs continue to have all sorts

of problems, the Lakers are red-hot, with

Riley and co-coach Jerzy West undefeated

in three games since taking over for Paul

Westhead.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored 25 points

in just 26 minutes and Jamwal Wflfc added

19 points in 21 minutes as seven Lakers

were in double figures.

The biggest question surrounding rhe

Laker is just bow long Riley will remain the

coach and ifhe's given the job permanently.

how long West will remain by his side.

Pacers 127, Knicks 112: Johnny Davis,

recently re-inserted into the starting lineup,

scored 34 points and Louis Oit had a
career-high 23, after the struggling Knicks
cut an 1 1-point deficit to three, New York,
losers of five of six, was led by Maurice
Lucas with 22 points and 20 rebounds.
Bucks 103, Pistons 95: Bob Lanier scored

14 of his season-high 24 points in the sec-

ond half while Quinn Buckener added 24
and Sidney Moncrief23. Detroit wasted by
John Long with 21 points. Piston rookie
Isiah Thomas, who had been scoring 21.8
points a game, missed 1 0 of his first 1 2 shots

and was held to 17 points. The Bucks ran off

an eight-point spree in the fourth quarter to

win it.

Ballets 107, Golden State 88: Former
Warrior John Lucas scored 24 points and
had 10 assists and rookie Jeff Ruland had
23 points to lead Washington. Obtained
from the Warriors in October, Lucas
enjoyed his best scoring night of the season

in helping break his former teammates

five-game winning streak. The five-year

veteran made 10 of 15 field goal attempts

and did most of his scoring in the pivotal

first and third quarters. Golden State got a

team-high 15 points from Purvis Short.

Hawks 94, Cavaliers 92: John Drew,

Eddie Johnson and Dan Round field scored

as the Hawks', on a four-game winning

streak, outscored the Covs 6-4 in overtime.

Cleveland had a chance to win in regulation

when S700,000-year centerJamesEdwards
missed a five-foot jumper with one second

left. Rory Sparrow led Atlanta with 18

points and Mike Mitchell bad 17 for the

Cavaliers.

Nets 102, Rockets 84: Otis Birdsong

scored 21 points to help the Nets break a

three-game losing streak with their first

road victory of the season. New Jersey had

lost 11 straight on the road dating back to

March; the Nets opened up a nine-point

lead in the second quarter and stayed in

control despite Moses Malone's 24 points.

To retain European title

Sibson pins Cirelli to canvas in 10th
WEMBLEY, England, Nov.. 25 (AP) —

Tony Sibson of Britain knocked out Nicola

Cirelli in the 10th round at Wembley Arena
Tuesday night and retained his European
Middleweight Boxing title.

Cirelli took a heavy battering in the ninth

and 10th rounds. In the ninth Sibson caught
him with a left hook, and the Italian took a

compulsory count of eight
Cirellfs seconds threw in the towel at that

point but the referee disregarded it and
allowed the Italian to come out for the 10th

round.
After only 25 seconds of the tenth, how-

ever. Sibson delivered another left book and
Cirelli was counted out slumped against the

ropes.

Sibson finally came to life and found a win-

ning punch after nine frustrating rounds in

which he failed to establish his superiority.

Grellt was taller and had a longer reach, and

although Sibson looked the better boxer he

could not land a telling blow.

In the fifth round Cirelli caught the

Englishman with two good rights and made
bis nose bleed. Sibson was bleeding again

in the seventh, but despite these blows was

ahead on points.

Sibson' s troubles had begun earlier in the

day when he failed at first to make the weight

of 160 pounds(72.57kg)attheweigh -in. He
was given an hour to get the surplus weight

off and came back 30 minutes later to weigh

in at 72.57 kg. Cirelli weighed 68.15 kg.

The sparse crowd were surprised when
Belgian referee Robert Desvain let the fight

go on after Cirellf s aides had thrown in the

towel. Cirelli did not look capable of resistance

when the 10th round started and Sibson

quickly finished him off.

It was Sibson’ s third title defense. He gave

a disappointing performance and did notTook

like the man who battered Alan Minter two,

months ago.

Meanwhile, Colin Jones, the British and
Commonwealth Welterweight champion, has
been given Februray 10 as the date for his

European title fight with Jorgen Hansen.

The date is later than expected and will

cause complications for Jones, due to defend
his British Championship against Kirkland
Laing of Nottingham, who won a final

eliminator last week.

Welshman Jones, from Gorseinon, may be

faced with the alternative of defending the

British title in January, far too close to the

Hansen date, or giving it up.

“If we give him an extension until after

Denmark that would mean the British title

fight not going on until April or May”, the

British Boxing Board secretary, Ray Clarke
said Tuesday.

Sbaon, acknowledges the crowd

Rangers'threat

to pull out of
EA.Cup averted
LONDON, Nov. 25 (AFP) — A threat

by English Football League Division Two
club. Queen's Park Rangers, to pull out of

this season's English Football Association

Cup competition, was averted following

top level talks with F.A. officials Tuesday

.

Rangers objected to F.A. Cup commit-
tee’s decision taken on Monday to

approve the club's artificial pitch only for

one season. However, their chairman, Jim
Gregory and manager, Terry Venables,

met members of the Football Association

at the F. A. headquarters Tuesday after-

noon to discuss the oraniturf pitch.

“Gregory has now received sufficient

assurance from the Football Association

to be able to state that Rangers will be
taking part in the F.A. Cup competition

this season" said a statement issued

Tuesday night.

Rangers can play league matches on the

synthetic turf because the league has no
rule requiring clubs to consult them on
pitch constitution.

Coventry gives Stoke a thrashing
LONDON, Nov. 25 (Agencies) — Coven-

try stunned Stoke with two goals in the first

three minutes as they romped to a 3-0 home
win in the English Soccer League First Divi-

sion match Tuesday night.

Gerry Daly scored with a header after 27
seconds then Garry Thompson added a sec-

ond in similar fashion. David Bradford, mak-
ing his home debut, hit the third in the 48th

minute.

Notts County defender Brian Kileline was
sentofffor a foulon Everton’s Alan Ainscow
four minutes from the end of the 2-2 draw.

Swansea substitute.Jeremy Charles was

carried offin the 87th minute ofthe goalless

home draw with Brighton. He collided with

teammate Leighton James.

Wolverhampton collected another point in

a 0-0 draw against Southampton at Molineux

but Andy Gray wasted three good scoring

chances.

Second Division leaders Luton returned to

winning form by beating Boron 2-0 at home.
Brian Stein and David Moss scored.

West Ham United, who took Liverpool to

a replay in last season's English Football

League Cup final, forced a third meeting with

West Bromwich Albion when Ray Stewart

equalized from the penalty spot in the second

half of extra time in third round replay at

West Bromwich.
After a goalless 90 minutes, black striker

Cyrille Regis put Albion ahead bur Stweart,

who equalized with a penalty in the first meet-

ing, earned West Ham another chance, at

Upton Park next Tuesday.
Non, leaguers Barnet, Sutton United and

Wycombe Wanderers moved into the second
round of the English F.A. Cup by winning
replays against other non- league teams. *

Garry Sargent scored the sixth minute
winner for Barnet against Harlow, which
earned a home tie against Wycombe, whose
2-0 home victory ended Hendon's 15 match
unbeaten run.

Meanwhile, the French government will

put up 95 million francs (about $19 mlHkm)
or 40 percent of the cost, to renovate six

soccer stadiums in the next two years. France

is vying with England, West Germany and

Greece to host the 1984 European Champ-
ionships. The rest of the money will come
from local authorities, who own the stadia.

Improvements will be made at St. Etienne,

Lens, Lyon, Marseilles, Strasbourg and

Names. The state aid will not come without

strings. The Sports Ministry has called on the

federation to make all professional clubs

liable to annual audits to reduce chronic

overspending.

. The MontreaLManic. NASL'dub’s Por-

tuguese goalkeeper Victor Noguerra wfllfre

loaned to Benfica Lisbon during the winter.
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Soccer results

Coventry
Notts Comity
Swansea
Wolverhampton

DMdn One

3 Smke
2 Everton

0 Brighton

0 Southampton

Chariton

Luton
Orient

Sheffield Wednesday
Crystal Paiace

QJ. Rangers

DMstanTw*
3 Cbebea
2 Bolton

Newcastle

Barnsley
Norwich
Oldham

Bury 3 Tmuaeie
Carfcdc 3 Darlington

GflEogham 1 Plymouth

Huddersfield 5 Workington

Hull 2 Rochdale
Northampton 6 Weymouth
Runcorn - 1 Burnley

Sutton 2 Bishops Stanford

Wycombe 2 Hendon

Lcagpe Cup (3rd raand)

West Bromwich 1 West Ham

Barnet

FA Cap (fa* rwnod)

1 Hariow

Scottish DfrWaa One

Queens Park 2 Ayr

Feyenoord concedes 2-0 lead
YUGOSLAVIA, Nov. 25 (AP) — i

Radnicki-Nis (Yugoslavia) beat Feyenoord
Rotterdam (Holland) 2-0 m a UEFA Soccer

Cup third round, first-leg match here Wed-
nesday.

Radosavljevic put Radnicki ahead in the

27th minute and Savic scored the second goal

in one 83rd minute.

Feyenoord, clearly rhe less arrack-minded
side of the two, closely raarkjd Nis players

and none of the teams created any scoring

chances until Radosavlevic put Nis ahead. He
picked up a pass from Nikolic and beat Dutch
goalkeeper Hite from close range.

In a much livelier second half, both teams
came close to scoring several times with Rad-
nicki wasting more chances.

Hite brilliantly saved a Nikolic header from

dose range. Aleksic shot wide again just in

front of the Dutch goal and finally Beganovic
shook the crossbar with a tremendous left-

footed shot that Hile barely saw.

Feyenoortfs Ver Muter broke away in the

78th minute to come dear in front of the Nis

god but goalie Milenkovic deflected his shot.

Milenkovic stopped Bawens* headeTonthe

line just minutes later and then Savic, a

second-half substitute, sealed the match after

getting a pass from Djordjevic that left him

alone in front of the Dutch goal.

Feyenoord players complained to Spanish
referee Muro that Savic was offside and Ver
Muler was cautioned for being too loud in his

protest. Also cautioned for rough tackling

were Van Hanegem of Feyenoord und Pana-

iofovic and Nikolic of Radnicki.

Botham excels for England
AHMEDABAD, India, Nov. 25 (API —

England raced to an exciting five-wicket vic-

tory over India Wednesday in the first of the

three One-day Internationals of its current

tour.

Set to score 157 runs in 46 overs, England

reached the winning target off two consecu-

tive sixes by former captain Ian Botham with

two overs and a ball to spare.

When Botham came to bat England

needed 31 runs from the five remaining overs

and Indian capitain Sunil Gavaskar placed

seven fielders around the fence to restrict the

scoring ro singles.

The spread out field, however, did not

check the aggressiveness of Botham; who
tried to lift every ball over the fence and was

dropped once by Randhir Singh.

After the poor batting of the Indians, Eng-

land had appeared headed for an easy win.

However, the visitors lost four top batsmen

when they had made only 61 runs.

Captain Keith Fletcher and Mike Gatting,

however, stabilized the English innings witha

good stand. The partnership was ended by
spinner Dilip Doshi who beat Flectcher with

a ball that kept low.

innings, taking the prized wickets of Graham
Gooch, Geoff Cook, and David Gowerwith
some intelligent bowling, Doshi and another

spinner, Ravi Shastri, succeeded in restricting

England’s run-rate.

Pacer Madan Lai took the first wicket

when he trapped Geoff Boycott, the most

prolific English batsman so far in the series,

leg-be fore-wicket for five.

Earlier Wednesday the Indian batting col-

lapse was stemmed temporarily by an elegant

46-run kaock by Dilip Vengsarkar.

Fletcher won the toss but put India to bat
on. a green wicket. Both the Indian openers,
Gavaskar and Krishnamachari Srikkant,
looked uncomfortable against the vicious fast
bowling and were dismissed before the score
reached 10.

Medium pacer Roger Binny, a last-minute

replacement for Kapif Dev, who is recovering

from a torn muscle, wrecked the English

Gooch, brought to bowl after the 12th
over, struck immediately, having Gundappa
Vlshwanath caught in the cover by Cook.
All-rounder Kirti Azad was the only other
Indian who crossed 20.

Brief scores: India 156 for 7 (D. Vengsar-
kar 46, K. Azad 30, S. Krrmani 18, R, Shastri

19; Botham 2 for 21, Underwood 2 for 18)
England 160 for 5 (Gooch 23, Fletcher 26,
M. Gatting 47 n. o., I Botham 25 n. o.; R.

Binny 3 for 35).

Mikkola set

for victory

in RAC Rall>
CHESTER, England, Nov. 25 (AFP) -

Finland's Hannu Mikkola ( Audi Quattro) lei

the RAC Rally here Wednesday after tbi

58th special stage, only seven stages from thi

finish.

The Finn is 12:18 minutes ahead of hi

compatriot Aii Vatanen (Ford Escort), wh<
now looks like the Winner of the World Rail
Drivers Championship. Vatanen has to avoii

the sort of accident which side railed champ
ionship leader Guy Frequelin (Talbot Lotus
of France earlier Wednesday.

Frequelin spun around and damaged hi'

car during the 52nd special stage. Problem:

with his fuel pump then forced him to dro]

out. He had been seventh in the overall stand

ings.

Jimmy McRae, Britain's top remaining

hope in the rally, had been forced to retire ii

the forests of Wales.

McRae, the national champion from Scot

land, was going well in fifth place but sufferec

a broken axle on stage 46 at Brechfa in the

middle of the night.

Roger Clark took over as leading Britisl

driver in tenth place. Clark, the best-know/
rally driver in the country, whose co-driver i

BBC presenter Chris Serle, has made steady

progress in the Ford Escort, but be is a stag-

gering 40 minutes behind leader, Hanni
Mikkola.
Terry Kaby, from Towcester, has steerec

the Toyota Celica Pinto to eleventh place jus;

ten seconds behind Clark.

Swede Stig Blomquist moved up to thin:

place in a Talbot Sunbeam, and Pentti Airik-

kala took over fourth place in the second

Rothaman's Escort after a brilliant night that

saw him record six fastest stage times.

The brave effort of top woman driver

Michele Mouton looked to have ended when
site went off the road and put her Audi Quai-
tro on its side in thick snow on stage 58 ai

Beddgelert
Mikkola, who has won the RAC twice ear-

lier, said before taking on the wet and winds
forests ofWales Tuesday,“Our tyres are five

for wet or dry conditions so it does not mattei

what the weather is like. Wales should be

good for the Audi the slow hairpins and uphill

sections win be good for us."

“I will try to keep my lead and extend it il

possible. I do not want to go too slowly as it is

easy to make mistakes," Mikkola added.

Meanwhile, The Austrian Formula One
Grand Prixon Aug. 16, 1982 at Zeltweg has

replaced the Dutch Grand Prix, cancelled

due to financial problems at the Zandvoon
Track, the West German Automobile Oub
(AVD) said Wednesday.
AVD, organizers of the West German

Grand Prix on Aug. 8 at Hockenheira. said

the Australian Grand Prix will be followed by

the First Swiss Grand Prix, on Aug. 22 at

Dijon (France).

Evonfte, Chris

advance easily
SYDNEY, Australia. Nov. 25 (AP) -

Australia's Evonne Cawley continued he 1

comeback bid in fine style when she swept tc

a 6-4, 6-0 victory over seasoned America!

campaigner Sharon Walsh in the secoru

round of the 125,000-Australian dollar Nev

South Wales Budding Society Women':

Opea Wednesday.
Walsh dropped a vital service game whicl

took Cawley to a 5-4 lead before the player

were forced to leave the court because o

rain.

It was almost four hours before the pa

were able to continue but it took Cawley on'-

25 minutes to show that she was close to —
not back to — her devastating best.

After wrapping up the first set with fa

service game, the 30-year-old Australia

spent only 20 minutes and lost only ni>

points in skipping away with the second se

In her third round match Cawley will me
Hungary’s Marie Pinterova, who broug

about the first toppling of one of the tourr.

meat seeds with a three-set victory, o 4

Mima Jansovec, of Yugoslavia.

Playing on an outside court, ninth-see

t

Jausovec was leading 4-3 in the third
'

when rain stopped play, eventually go
under 6-3, 1-6, 6-4.

In other matches Wednesday, top see
Chris Evert-Uoyd and fifth seed I

.

Shriver, of the United States, were unti
‘

bled progressing to the third round.
Evert-Lloyd beat fellow-American

Kiyomura 6-2, 6-4 and had1

her only raor

of anxiety when trailing 1-4 in the secoru
In the preceding match, Shriver

Corirme Vanier of France 6-2, 6-1. ij

aU-Australian clash. Sue Saliba beat tA
Minter 6-3, 6-4.

BRIEFS
LONDON, (AFP) — Ken Buchananl

former world lightweight boxing cham;
made a disappointing Wembley come!
after a lapse of nine years here Tuesda;
was beaten on points by Lance WiUiaj
Manchester, a fighter who would not]
lived with him in the old days. !

MELBOURNE (AFP) — An injured
has forced Graham YaHop to drop «;

Australia's side for the second cricke;
match against Pakistan, starting in Brj
on Friday. He is replaced by Dirk We]
SANTA ANA (AFP) — Me4

American Roberto Elizondo fought fo{
rounds with a broken jaw before >

knocked out by Nicaragua’s World S
Council lightweight champion
Arguello at Las Vegas on Sat
Elizondo's injury was revealed by a n|

two days after the fight.

SYDNEY (AP) — Star West India
men Gordon Greenidge and Faoud B
were Wednesday battling to be fit ij

match against New South Wales at thj

ney cricket ground starting on Friday!
JAKARTA (AFP) — Indonesii

announced its participation in the
Wrestling Championships in Lahore
tan, from December 1-4.
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Rare Opportunity
For Experienced

Insurance Staff
If you are a dedicated energetic and ambitious insurance man.

If you are a Saudi, or speak Arabic fluently and possess a

Transferable Iqama.

We can offer you one of the following positions on very

attractive terms in our expansion programme:

a) Regional Managers at Jeddah, Riyadh, Al-Khobar.

b) Branch Managers at Jeddah, Riyadh, Dammam, Al-Khobar.
Makkah, Madinah, Abba, Yanbu, Jubail.

c) Development/Field Managers at all important commercial
towns.

d) Qualified/experienced technical staff for Head Office and
Regional and Branch Offices.

Apply to the Chief Executive, P.O. Box 5248,
1001-4, Queen's Building, Jeddah.
Phones: 6434460, 6433288 and 6432000 Ext. 305,

507& 308.

CREDIT&COMMERCE
INSURANCE CO.
(SAUDI) LTD.

Agents, Distributors

& Importers

Leading Export-Oriented Manufacturer of Quality

Audio Cassette Tapes — C60s ir C90s.

We do accommodate customers' packaging ir

labelling requirements.

_ AUDIO INDUSTRIES (M) SDN. BHD.m SH 10. PEKAN NANAS. JOHOR.
WEST MALAYSIA.
CABLE: MAETAPE: M’SIA.

TELEX: SENAJB MA 60656

SURPLUS CONSTRUCTION
CAMPS+EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION CAMPS CONSISTING OF
STAFF QUARTERS, DORMITORIES, KITCHEN/DINING

FACILITIES, CARWASH, MEDICAL FACILITIES,

AND OFFICES.

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, GMC BLAZERS, DODGE
RAMCHARGERS, PICK-UPS, HINO TRUCKS, EARTH

MOVING EQUIPMENT, TANKERS, BATCHING PLANTS,

GENERATORS, AND VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORT MACHINERY.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS TELEPHONE:
JEDDAH: 6600608 - AL KHOBAR: 8349107.

mammmmm

ORIENT
.QUARTZ

TRY IT— You’ll find it

SATISFYING IN BOTH

quality & price

.

Designed Far Taste S Fashion, •

Wth LARGE VARIETY OF
STYLES FOR MEN& LADIES
AVALABLE EVERYWHERE
IN SAUDI ARABIA

AGENTS : ALTHONIAN STORES
MAIN OFF. : RIYADH - TEL. I-

4026341/ 4083238
branches:

.JEDDAH MACCA
-MADINA .DAMMAM . TABUK

Nedlloyd Lines

(Emec) SERVICE

MV.NEDLLOYD VAN
DIEMEN

VOY.1244/81
THE ABOVE MENTIONEDVESSEL
IS DUE TO ARRIVE JEDDAH ON

25/1V81

Consignees are kindlyrequested to

I

take delivery of their cargo
i -

4 : For any further information please contact

:

! ALATASAGENCIES
P.O.Box 4. Ai-Johara Bldg. 4th floor Telex: 401009 ALSHIP SJ

Telephone: 6443350-6428779-6428333
Jeddah — Saudi Arabia

“Beehcraft Speeds You
Between Site, Home

and Cities.”.

JAN'82 DELIVERYAMLABLE
OFFERVAUD UNTIL10 DEC'S!

BEECHCRAFT MIDDLE EAST DISTRIBUTORS,
National Company for Comnwrca & Industry.

PjO. Box 20055, Manama. Bahrain. Tel: 244300 Tlx: 9252 BN

Scan
Mideast

SCANMIDEAST IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
ARRIVALS OF VESSELS AS FOLLOWS:

L'S NAME VOY

TARIFA Europe Cont./Gen. 23-11-81

TARAGO Europe Cont./Gen. 26-11-81

TRICOLOR Europe ContyGen. 10-12-81

CONSIGNEES ARE REQUESTED TO COLLECT THEIR
DELIVERY ORDERS AGAINST SURRENDER OF ORIGINAL
•BILLS OF LADING OR BANK GUARANTEE. FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT SHIPPING DEPARTMENT.

AGENTS:

H BoriMrlines-Aidbion Navigation

and Shipping CmLtd.

P.O.Box 293, Dammam, Saudi Arabia.

Tel: 8339975. Telex: 601012/601447 SJ.

_ Jeddah: Tel 6670900/6670912. Telex: 401818.D Riyadh: Tel 4773945/477436. Telex: 200696.

NOTICE
AND
WARNING

BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORPORATION
ANNOUNCES THAT THE SERVICES OF MR. KWANG SON* SIN,

CANADIAN CITIZEN, PASSPORT NO. DH-6S3721-2 HAVE
BEEN TERMINATED BY OUR COMPANY DUE TO
ABANDONMENT OF POSITION.

SINCE THE PASSPORT OF MR. SIN HAS A VALID RE-ENTRY
VISA HE MAY COME BACK TO THE KINGDOM. THEREFORE.
BENDIX WARNS ANY PERSON OR COMPANY THAT
PROTECTS OR EMPLOYS HIM AND BENDIX WILL TAKE ALL
THE NECESSARY LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST HIM.

PLEASE CONTACT BENDIX ON TEL: 671-S049 OR WRITE TO:
P.O. BOX: 8822, JEDDAH, OR THE NEAREST POLICE
STATION IN CASE MR. SIN IS SEEN BY ANYONE IN THE
KINGDOM.

Held Engineering
Corporation

-tf
THE ATALLAH HOUSE

RIYADH

I Family Brunch
Come and join us for a sumptuous

BRUNCH BUFFET - every Friday

starting 10:30am in

For ouryoung friends

a special children s table,

cartoon programs and

SURPRISES offered by

TOY SHOP, Oiayah Street, Riyadh

For Reservations Telephone RIYADH 4012401
SWISS IMTERNATIONAL HOTELS

C. GUSTAR

Zahid Tractor
Now carry
VOLVO
TRUCK
at their JUBAIL BRANCH industrial City

RO. Box 184 Jubail Tei.341 7349 Tlx.632011

VOLVO
Zahid Tractor

JEDDAH: P.O. Box 1588 Kilo 14 Makkah Road

Tel 6876366/6877010/6876420 Tlx 401042 ZATRAC SJ

RIYADH: P.O. Box 814, Kilo 17, North Khurais Road

Teh4647263/4647257/4647246
Tlx 201129 ZATRACSJ

DAMMAM: P.O. Box 579 Al Khobar/Dammam Highway

Tel 8331453 Tlx 601080 ZATRAC SJ

JUBAIL: P.O. Box 814, Post Office No. 1

Tel 3417349

i
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DENNIS the MENACE

Your Iadividual

Horoscope
== Frances Drake

=

mm
12®

FORTHURSDAY. NOVEMBER26, 1981

What kind of day wiQ tomor-

row be? To find out what the

stars say, read the forecast

given for your birth Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)

You and a close, friend will

agree aboutjointaims, though
partners may be reluctant to

travel. Career initiative

bringsbenefits.

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 toMay 20)

Romance, travel and hob*

hies afford satisfaction now,
bnt vmi .row?. to_w9tch.gnv>n.

ditores. Minor difficulties are

related to work.

GEMINI
(May 23 to June 20)

Duties connected with

children can interfere with

romantic rapport Make plans

for future times, when you can

be alone together.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)

Unexpected situation at

work can cause a change in

plans. A trip for two will

enhance romance. Be tactful

nrith vftiTr

LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)

Romance and creative

enterprises are accented, but

you must rise above conflic-

ting feelings. Enjoy the

chance to increase income.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept 22)

The unexpected causes you

to reappraise a- domestic

situation. Your sex appeal is

high and you’ll attract much

admiration.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct 22)

New ideas are exciting, but

present them tactfully. Shut

out
1

the world and enjoy

privacy with a loved one.

Ctaodnnicatethoughts.

SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)

You’ll meet with romance
and.affection now. Be sure to

accept invitations. Be
straightforward in financial

“1 (T'lm . . .

*M THE SAME WAYATOUR HOUSE
THANKFUL, BUT STUFFED

alendar
SAUDI ARABIA
THURSDAY

9AX1 Quran
— Rdijioa Program
— Cmouui
— OaUren'i Manatne
— Afah Ya Sansm
— Ante Sens— Ancnal Worid
“ xieocfl rrofjxm— Spores and Yoozh
4:15 ScoRsPiovxani— rHrtw.- . Canfen

— EnyhA Song
— Ikhriroa LaJnsa. Arabic
Procram
9-00 Ante New?
— Program fttraw
— Arabic Dafly Scries
— Selected Songs
— The Thnndiy Vighi Show.
Arabic

Bahrain
Channel 4
4:UO Quran
Rebates Tafl.

4:2U Program Preview

415 Canoons
5:0U Football

fcOO Re&pousftiipam
7:00 Dailv Arabic Serin

&O0 Arabic News
&30 FamSv
9:30 English News
9:43 Tomorrow's Programs
9:30 Hying Hah
10:45 Arabie ram.

DUBAI
Channel 33
feOOQuran
6:13 Cartoons
6:33 The Moppet Show
7:00 Little House on the Pntirre
7:30 Mamie Hortens
8:00 Local News
8:05 New Land
MU The Apfarodkc mbentanec
1000 world News
10.25 Last oftbeSmocr Wine
10:50 Dog* Cat
11:40 Pride and Prejudice Tale
ofTwo Cities

12:23 Shakespeare Play (once a
month)

DUBAI
Channel 10
5:00 Quran
3:13 Religious Talks

5:30 Croons
6:00 Cartoon Series

630 Children's Sens
7-00 Two Faces For ] Problem

&00 Local News
8:10 TV Magazine

9:00 Arabic. Drama
10:00 World News

10:30 Sot** And Program Pre-

view

11HX) Arabic Theater Arabic

F3m
11-00 Enrioh Flra

I -VI Closedown

Ras Al Khalmah
5:43 Quran
6:00 George
b: IS Bonanza
7:13 bBmdimtbcSun
7:40 Star Trek

8:30 Get Smart

8:33 Feature

IlkM RoOm an the River

IfltM Indian Feature Film

BAHRAIN
Channel 55
4:00 Quran
ReKgious Talk

4;iu Program Preview

4:23 Cartoon*

5:00 Football

6-00 Rdiajoos PRwam
7:00 Dafly Arabic Series

8:00 Ante News
8:30 Family

9:30 Engbfa News
9:43 Tomorrow's Programs
9-JO EngUsh FBm.

OMAN
4:02 Quran
4.-10 Rc&poas Talk
4:18 Program Preview

.
4:20 Cartoons

Radio Jeddah
APerauuu Trsnsiatoloa

Thar Thiimlsj
Radio Riyadh

1.-00 Opening
1:01 Holy Oman n—
1:06 Program Review
UQ7 Gems of Gakteaca

. Tbms
1:12 Light Marie
1:20 Top of the Pops 14^)C
1:50 Mnicof Relax 14&6
2:15 On Islam 14,07
2:15 BfflboanTs Hot SO 14,12
2:35 Light Muic 14-42

- 1*00
3:10 Press Review 15,15
3:15 Light Music 13:20
3:20 Warn the Divine Truth 15:30
3:30 Gariands in Cash 15-50
3:43 Light Music 16;00
3:50 Ckxsedawn lOCOO
Erenteg TmsaWoa 20KW
Thne Thursday 20rt)6
8:00 Opening 20:16
8:01 Holy Quran Z
8:06 Program Review
8:07 Gems of Guidance -rT-OA
8:12 Light Music
8:15 The Evening Show 11-44
8:45 Ere ft Her Worid
9:00 Welcome!
9:15 Worid Classics

9:30. News
9:40 S. Chronicle gifi
9:45 Musk Worldwide -»i"4R

lihl 5 PotPourri
10:45 Todays Shon Story

11:00 Concen Choice

1 1:45 A Rendezvous with Dreams '

12-flO Closedown

Langue Francaise

Riyadh AM 1224Kbz
FMttMfa
MW 24198 Man

Dammam AM IM Khz

Thursday

14^)0 Holy Quran
I4ri)6 Summary
14K17 Umak Program
14:12 Musical Potpourri
14.-42 Short Story

15tf0 News
15:15 Rom the press

15:20 Variety

13:30 Qiildren'a Program
1 5:59 Program Sammaiy
16:00 French Program
20t00 Holy Quran
20*5 Summary
204)6 On Islam

20:16 Top of tbe Trips .

2046 Reportage

21."06 Hits in Gennaoy
21:30 News
21:43 Daily Chroaide
21:50 Around Ac worid .

22;40 Spotlight

22dQ restored Fop
23:20 Higher A Rtxwdabow
23:45 Todays Diary
23:48 News Headtmes
23:53 nogram Summary
23\55 Holy Quran
midnight Ooccdown.

8bOO Oirvenurer.

8h01 Versed El Commentate;
8bl0 Mosique Chsmquc;
8WS Bonjour.
8620 Varieties;

Sh30 Mac**™* -1-- la

8M5 Orient Er Occident;

8MO Manque;
9b00 Informations.

9hl0 l.n fp^w snr [es nluiuudans.
9hl5 Verities.

9hta Une Emission response: LesCOmpagnons

by THOMAS JOSEPH
ACROSS

1 An African

republic

S Resound

9 In the middle

10 Became
entangled,

as the hair

Vt Contribute

13 Cicero or

Webster

14 Ending

for Joseph

15 Eye part

IS Cigar shape

19 Outfit

20 Wire

measure

21 Shirt fabric

22 Transferable

C2 Russian

circus

performer

DOWN
1 Blackstpue’s

art

2 Kind of add
3 Complement

for bacon

4 Ending

for fluor I

5 Trim
S State li

(Fr.) .
*

7 Garbed 2
8 Majestic Z
16 Ethical &
11SL

George’s £
foe

ISK5SS
rnmm

tf-HSiid

Yesterday’s Answer
17 Arab

suttanate

18 Nothing

a Saifs bane

22 Pollute

23 Baffling -

24 Whodunit

character

25 Skin

problem

tt Rinds

36 Sultan’s

-edict'.

31 Ballroom

tt Register for

MAfford

processing

38 Confederate

25 Dilate

28 Esau’s
father-in-law

27 Write

28

29 Lore

33 Wagnerian

heroine

36 Never

Cbhnan’s

nickname.

37 Ancestral

38 Bombast
39 Current

40 Brink

41 Earth

umum mmmrn

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work It:

A X YD L B A A X R
k LONGFELLOW

One letter simply stands for another. In in* nmjatt A n
used for the three L's, X for the two 0 s. etc. Sifigtegrttef*

apostrophes, the length and formation of the- worosSwo ail

hints. Each day the code letters are different

CRYPTOQUOTES -

ZHV’M CWSH VIOKI.M YDU V1RJZHMMWKCM DY VIH GHQU QKA
VIQKLM YDU YQXWZG QKAYUWHKAM JDVI YQU QKA
KHQU. — GDEU FEOOZH YUWHKAM
Yesterday’s Ciyptoqnote: WHEN TURKEY’S ON THE TABLE
LAID, AND GOOD THINGS 1 MAY SCAN, I’M THANKFUL
THAT I WASN’T MADE A VEGETARIAN.—EDGAR A

Contract , n L
Bridge *

D.J(

The King Can
^SouthSealer.

'

- Neitherside vulnerable.

NORTH
5 3 2

^J74
OK 62K 9 8 3

WESTQ̂
10 3 2

0 Q J 10 9 5Q 10 6 4

EAST.A 8 7

09865
0 A 7 4

7 5 2

dn Propbcl
9b45 Vurictcs.

9h58 doiure.
Bob
I8b00 Ouvertmc;

' I8b01 Veueu El Commentate;
I8bl0 Musique Ctesique:
18hl5 VarietcK

18b30 Emission CnltuneOc d'Arabpm la Radio
18645 EMisskra de Various. Musique enme
Amis:
19b 15 Le Royaume sur la vqce de progres;

19b25 Musique;

0700 Newsdesk
0730 Classical Record

Review fex 1 5th,

IuKTuatkuud Soccer

0743 Fnmnrial News
0753 HeOoedom
0800 Worid News
0809 Twenty-Iter Hours

:

News Summary
0830 Wife:
0845 The Worid Today
0900 Newsdesk
0930 Nature of Notebook
0940 The Fanning Worid
1000 WlosM News
1009 Twcuty-Fcmr Roms

:

News Summary
1030 Music tor Strings Golden
Treasury

1045 NetworkU.lt.
1100 Worid News
1109 Reflections

1115 Golden Treasury

(ex I-Sih. Inter-

national Soccer

I4UU World News
1209 British Press Review
1215 The World Today
1230 Financial News
1240 Look Ahead
1245 Rock Salad

0113 Lord of the F3es
0130 My Musk
0200 Worid News
0209 News about Briram
02IS The Art of biography (ex
29th. Sbt Irish Writers)

0230 Asupnem
0300 Radio Newsreel

-0315 Top Twenty
0343 Sports Round up
0400 Worid News

0600-0700"Daybreak : News.
Regional and Topical Reports

0700-0800 The Breakfast
Show: News. Informal Preseo-

tatkm
0800-0900 DabybteaWBreakfiw

'

Show
1800 News Roundup
1830 VOA Magazine Show
1900 Special Engfish News
1910 Special English Science

and Technology Report

1915 Special Bughsh Feature:

The Making of 1 Nation

1930 Now Music USA
2000 News Roondup
2030 Datrimc

0409 IWcaty-lter Hours

:

News SimuMiy
2100 Special EngflTO News

1Meier KBi
0430 Network UJC (1800 - 0100)
0443 The Pteasnre s 197 15760’

Yoors 197 15205
0530 Docoiay 255 1176C
0600 Radio Newsreel 307 ' 9760
0615 Outlook 309 9700
0700 Worid News 497 6040-
0709 OoaKneutary 498 6015*
0715 Assignment 238 12W

SOUTHK J 10 9 6 4

^AKQ
08 3

A J

The bidding:.

South West North East
1 Pass 1NT ' Pass
4

Opening lead — queen of

diamonds.

Most books on play tell you
how to handle certain com- -

binations of cards that occur
very frequently. But because
these books can't treat all

possible combinations, it

becomes important to learn to

solve such problems all by
yourself.

South is in four spades and .

three rounds of diamonds are
led, declarer ruffing the third

round. He crosses to dummy’s
only entry, the king of clubs,

and leads a trump on which
East plays the seven.

iy Beckett,
Do No Wrong

declarer isnow faced witha
crucial problem: Should he

I^ay the jade or king? In at-

tempting to solve this pro-

blem, South dismisses from
his mind all thosecases where
his play makes no difference.

For example. West may have

a void, the singleton eight, the

singleton ace, the A-Q or the

A-Q8 — and in all these cases

South fails whether he plays

the jack orthe king.

Instead, ~South thinks about

hands where West holds the A-

8 or Q-8 (in which case tossing

a coin is as good a solution as

any), and hands where West
was dealt the singleton queen
of spades. - - •

The answer that emerges is

that the king is the correct

percentage play. (This is

simply another way of saying
that in a long series of trials,

the long play
. will succeed -,

more often than the jack

play.)

In effect, declarer excludes .

from consideration all hands
where the missing trumps are
divided 2-2 or 4-0 -r because
his cause is either hopeless dr
amounts to a 50-50 guess. The
only cases be can control are
those - where : West has a
singleton honor.

If West’s singleton honor is

the ace,' South’s position is

hopeless whether he plays the

jack or king. But .'if West’s
singleton honor is the queen.
South’s position is not hopeless
at all. He plays the king, cat-

ches the queen, and thus
makes thecontract.—-Believe It orNotf

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

You’re in an adventurous

mood. Still, if you’ll channel

more energy into career ad-

vancement you’ll meet with

success. Finances improve
now.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)

Someone at a distance

wants to bear from you.

Though you’re busy com-
pleting unfinished tasks, tala

same time outforyourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

Even though you have a

busy social schedule now, be

sure to set aside moments to

spend alone with a loved one.

A friend is moody.

PIECES
(Feb. 19 toMar. 20)

Career changes require

quick thinking to keep up with

them, butyoucan come outon
top. Meanwhile, your social

Radio Pakistan
THURSDAY

Mooring
Frequencies: 17662. 17845, 21700 (KHZ)
Wavelengths: 16.98, 16.81, 13.82 (meters)

7:45 ReKpous Program

8:00 News
8:10 Instnmefltal Music

8:15 Pakistan is Ours
8J0 Commentary
9:00 News
9:03 Pakistan's Progress Path
9:23 Folk Music

Frequencies: 17910, 2148$, 21755 (KHZ)
Wavelengths: 16.74, 13.96, 13.79 (necen)
4:30 ReBgfcms Program
4:46 QawaUs (Devotional Music)
5:15 Drama — “Yousaf Bin TashfectT
5:45 FQm Music
6:00 News
6:15 Pres Review
6:20 Commentary

MAKKAH
Najtni Pharmacy
Abdullah Bewaar Rummy
Hmuwli Rnroacy
TA1F
tonal Pharmacy
Hays Pharmacy
Sbuhade Warmflcy
RIYADH
Saqqaf Pharmacy
MofaioW Pharmacy
Khayyam Pharmacy

Aflyah Pharmacy
MADXNAH
Bad) Pharmacy
Batxujl pharmacy

Soltanah Pharmacy
ALKHOSAR
Situ Pharmacy
DAMMAM
Hikmah Pharmacy

Subaikah

Mansour Street

Mantouta Street

Mates. Hutr Stmt
King ErinI Street

Hgaz Street

AwaUSttm
Oibaa Street

Siitauah Street

Nuee MaaMtar Street

Central Hoapkal Street
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PASSPORTLOST
Passport No. 1440339, issued at Manila, on 2nd June, 1981,

belonging to Mr. Benjamin Tfti, of Philippine nationality, has been lost
Finder may please deliver to Philippine Embassy, Jeddah or contact

Saudi Bulk Transport Ltd., Al-Khobar. Tel: 8645351.
Telex: 670354 SABUT SJ.

AJflbnews Market Place ;

GOOD TASTE IS NO LONGER EXPENSIVE VISIT

RWE’R'IG’A'N
At ASSAD TRADING ESTABLISHMENT.HUNCE FAHD ROAD. JEODAH. TEL: 171153S NEAR CHILD LAND.

NOTICE

AIZAMIL FOOD INDUSTRIES LTD.
Announces that their employee, PETER WALTER JENKINSON,
British Nationality with passport No. C477533 was given an exit and

re-entry visa to Bahrain but he did not come back.

AH companies are warned not to deal with or hire this person. Please

contact our company if you know about his whereabouts.

Jubail Telephone: 341- -5234.

CLINICS W®
GENERAL DENTISTRY
Announces to the public the opening
of its Dental Section.

We are staffed and equipped with the
latest in the field of dentistry.

Dammam— Al Khobar Main Road
(Behind Carlton Al Moaibed Hotel)

Tel: 857-2600, 857-3120. 857-3112.
Telex: 602142 PETSER SJ.

f3P
D Visiting Hours: Morning 8 a.m. — 12 noon. Evening 3 p.m. —7 p.m.

ibero lines
weg *,,« & WEST

EUROPEAN
CONTAINER LINES

Ibero UnM

Wish to advise their esteemed clients of the following vessels due
to arrive at Jeddah Islamic Port.

IBERO LINES:

LUCIA DEL MAR VOY 15 E.T.A. 26-11-81

NURADELMAR VOY 14 E.T.A. 19-12-81

W.E.C. LINES:

ANA DEL MAR VOY 8 E.T.A. 20-11-81
HILDEDELMAR VOY 5 E.TA 6-12-81

Consignee's are requested to obtain their delivery orders against

presentation of the original bills of Lading of Bank Guarantees

from Our Agents:*

FAISAL AL MOAMAR SHIPPING EST.

Entrance No. 1, 5th Floor, room 504,

Kaki Building, behind Sheraton Hotel, Jeddah.

Tel: 6311222 Tlx No.: 402274
W.E.C. Lines service has been extended to incorporate shipments

to and from KENYA to JEDDAH.
We also accept export loads to U.S A. and European Ports.

TERMINATION OF SERVICES

SAGER INTERNATIONAL CO. ANNOUNCES THE

TERMINATION OF SERVICES OF MR. ARTHUR BARRY

DOVASTON WHO HAS BEEN ON A BORROWED ASSIGN-

MENT FROM MESSRS:

SHARBATLY EST. FOR TRADING & DEVELOPMENT.

THE ABOVE INDIVIDUAL'S ASSIGNMENT HAS NOW COME

TOAN ENDANDTHERE IS NOWORK RELATION OUSTAND-

ING AND IN TURN NO RESPONSIBILITIES BINDING THE

COMPANY.

SAGER INTERNATIONAL CO.

P.O. BOX 1453 — JEDDAH TEL. : 6530551

ROM IMPORTANT FRENCH CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY IN EASTERN PROVINCE

SECOND HAND BATCHING PLANT
Central Mobil Cube 1125M

LAMBERT COMPLETE WITH:
— Two Cement Screw
— One Silo
— One Breaking Bag Tremie
— Production Capacity 30 M3/hr.

Price: SR. 200,000/=

THREE MERCEDES TRUCK MIXEUR 6M3 YEAR 1977
Total Price for the three mixer SR. 300,000/=

Prices are negotiable. Contact Al Khobar
Telephone: 86—47081 Mr. Mira.

FO
PURCH7
IfofSTAL

AMERItf

Stations
I^&ICAble with

ftweeSYSTEM.
Boated.

RUSTAKE^ENGEWITI
NATURAL REDWOtTEh

TELEFAX ehs
WHY TELEFAX?

THE MOST IMPORTANT INVENTION
AFTER TELEPHONE AND TELEX

NO MORE RUN ERRAND
NO LONGER LANGUAGE PROBLEMS.

TCI CCA V THE TIME SAVING MACH1NE.TELECOPY OF ALL
I CLErAA KINDS OF DRAWINGS. ROUGH DRAFTS, HAND*

WRITTEN NOTES. SKETCHES, LETTERS
DIAGRAMS.

NATION - AND WORLDWIDE IN A FEW
SECONDS ONLY.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR GENERAL AGENT
IN THE KINGDOM.

COMENTSA COMENT
P.0. BOX: 7335
JEDDAH
TEL: 6885595-6874463
TELEFAX: 6885287.

WEST GERMANY.
P.O. BOX: 1108. D6080 GRASS-GERAU
TEL: 0049-6152-54137. TLX.4191193 «xnd
TELEFAX: 0049-6152-59272.

AGENTS WANTED FOR RIYADH, DAMMAM. JEDDAH.

Mohamed Al-Misnid Trading & Contracting Est. have the
following vacancies:

DIESEL MECHANIC
Minimum 7 years experience in heavy equipment, Mercedes
trucks and diesel pump repair.

CAR TINKER
Minimum 7 yecrs experience in tinkering and painting all types
of vehicles.

CARPENTER
Long experience in decoration and re- inforced concrete
carpentry.

PAINTERS
Minimum 7 years experience in painting all kinds of houses
and buildings.

Only Indians and Philippines who have a letter of Iqama
transfer can apply.

Call telephone numbers 8325672/8577240 or write to
P.O.Box 4041 Dammam. Saudi Arabia. a.

VACANCY
INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALS GROUP

HAS VACANCY FOR
SECRETARIAL TYPIST

CANDIDATES MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING
QUALIFICATIONS:-
- TYPING SPEED OF 45 W.P.M.
- INTELLIGENT APPRECIATION OF

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS.
- GOOD WRITTEN AND SPOKEN ENGLISH

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO SAUDI
NATIONALS AND NON-SAUDI'S MUST HAVE
A TRANSFERABLE IQAMA.

PLEASE APPLY IN WRITING GIVING FULL
PERSONAL EMPLOYMENT AND EXPERIENCE
DETAILS TO:

-

THE LIAISON MANAGER,
P. O. BOX: 1694,
JEDDAH.

WANTED
TECHNICAL

SUPERVISOR

APPLICANT SHOULD HAVE:

1. TECHNICAL SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE

Z GOOD COMMAND OF ENGLISH AND ARABIC
3. TRANSFERRABLE RESIDENCE PERMIT

4. VALID SAUDI DRIVING LICENSE

5. SKI LL IN ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING
FIELDS - CARPENTRY, ELECTRICAL,PLUMBING

MASONRY, WELDING.
I

VISIT OR WRITE:

PERSONNEL MANAGER
ARIEB ENTERPRISES

P.O. Box. 3790 North Olaya, Riyadh.

Tel. 454-5912

SALEN DRY CARGO
M.V. JEWON
Voy:G81/23

The above vessel arrived

YENBO PORT On
25th November ETD 26th November

Consignees are kindly

requested to contact our
Agent in YENBO

KARANBAISH AHMED & SONS
Tel: 21017- 21027
P.O.Box: 14 YENBO

to take delivery of their cargo

For any further information p/ease contact :

ALGEZIRAH SHIPPING AGENCIES
P.O. Box 1703 Tel: 6428333/6428529/6428779/6443350

Telex: 400013 GEZIRA SJ



/

RENTACAR

JEDDAH-TEL. 6716787-6717477-6718646
RIYADH-TEL -4762575- 4762316 -4768092 Op

flRIEB SERVICES
MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

FOR COMPLETE VILLA
AND OFFICE MAINTENANCE
DIAL 454-5912

PLUMBING
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

"WE CLEANAND FtX'EM BEST'

(MARKETING lor

Industrial/Construction Materials

Tel. 454- 1£83 .454-591?

PACK 16 International ® T " it

As strikes continue

Polish shopkeepers

get police protection

CWtrephota)

SHUTTLE RIDE: The U.S. space shuttle Columbia Tuesday riding piggy-back on the

back of a Boeing 747 from Edwards Air Force Base in California on its flight back to Cape
Canaveral, Florida, where the orbiter will be prepared for another space mission.

Foreign trade takeover likely

Iranians jail ‘profiteers’

WARSAW. Nov. 25 ( AP) — Shopkeepers
fearful of angry consumers won official prom-
ises of belter police protection and canceled

strike plans Wednesday, but thousands of oil

workers, students and farmers remained on
strike.

A spokesman for the shopkeepers said that

ail-nighi talks with government and parlia-

ment officials produced an agreement cancel-

ing a threatened strike.

The shopkeepers apparently won police

protection and promises of quick responses

to calls for help when angry shoppers besiege

their stores.

Officials representing the shopkeepers told

a news conference Tuesday that at least three

persons had died during such incidents and
that dozens had been beaten by shoppers

angered by shortages of goods.

One clerk had died of a heart attack,

another had been trampled and a third had
died during an incident in a store in Radom.
the official said. They did not say when the

deaths occurred.

The 1U.UU0 shopkeepers also demanded
that they not be blamed publicly in the media
for chronic food shonages. charging that the

Papandreou
meets with

Mitterrand
PARIS. Nov. 25 {AFP) — Greek Premier

Andreas Papandreou emerged from a meet-
ing with French President Francois Mitter-

rand here Wednesday convinced that Greece
and France shared the same problems in the
changeover to socialism.

Papandreou said nationalization was a

common problem, but that it was proceeding
equally well in the two countries. He added:
“I think that what is happening in France and
Greece is reallv historic because it is a change
for the whole of Europe toward progress,

peace, democracy and popular sovereignty."

He confirmed that he would discuss defense

problems with French Defense Minister

Charles Hernu because defense relations

between the two countries we re “veryclose.”
Earlier, sources said Papandreou, who is

also defense minister, would raise the ques-

tion of Greek purchases of French weapons
with Mitterrand, as well as French aid to

upgrade Greek military production to com-
pete on export markets.

Papandreou. who left for London later

Wednesday for a meeting of EEC leaders,

said he would stress at the summit that

Greece was not yet ready to compete on
equal terms with Europe's most advanced
countries. He stressed that the summit was
very important for Greece.

Wagner baton stolen
VENICE. Italy. Nov. 25 (API — A baton

used by German composer Richard Wagner
to conduct a concert here in June 1882 has

been stolen from the museum of the Conser-

vatory of Music, the conservatory director

reported Wednesday.
Prof. Pietro Verardo. said the baton, of red

wood and ivory, was among a number of

objects owned by Wagner and on display in a

glass case in the museum. He said it had no
commercial value'* but for Wagner's fans, the

value of such an object is considerable.”

M€ ALFADL (SAUDIA) LTD.
Tel: Jeddah: 6364724 - Riyadh: 4765501.

Telex: 401888 8RC SJ.

repons were aimed at covering up the

authorities inability to deliver enough goods
to the market.
A nagging spate of local protests continued

across the counirv. but they were nowhere
near the size of wildcat protests that idled

some 250.0UD workers earlier this month.
Solidarity officials in krosno. southeastern

Poland, reported some 1.500 workers
downed tools in the nation s oil fields to pro-

test official policies they saij are hindering

the possibility to find and produce more oil.

I'he region's oil field workers proJuce
some 1 .8 million barrels ofcrude oil annually,

a small proportion of the 17 million tons of
crude Poland needs each year to keep indus-

try. cars and trucks running. There are about
seven 42-gallon barrels in a ton.

“We want our company upgraded to its

previous status.” said an oil workers'

spokesman. " We are calling for a more effi-

cient use of the oil resources of this region

through better company management and
development opportunities.”

One observer said a strike in this region is a

sensitive issue since it lies near the Soviet

oil-producing region, and speculated that

producing 'more oil on the Polish side of the

border could drain underground deposits

shared by both nations.

Meanwhile, a spokesman for the indepen-

dent students' association said student strikes

had now spread to 71) of Poland's 91 colleges

and universities, affecting about liJti.OOO

students. They were demanding a new
academic reform law and were also backing a

student protest against a new headmaster at a

Radom engineering school.

At the same time, farmers continued to

occupy public buildings in several towns

including Siedlce. Torun and Swidnica to

demand swift implementation of agreements

signed last winter laying the groundwork for

agricultural reforms.

Storm brews

inPhilippines
MANILA. PHILIPPINES.Nov. 25

( AP) — A new storm brewed east of the

Philippines Wednesday, a day after

typhoon Irma battered the country's big-

gest island, leaving 2b dead and though-

sands homeless, authorities reported

Irina slammed across Luzon island on
Tuesday with peak winds of up to 128

mph. knocking down houses, triggering

floods and cutting power and communica-
tions.

Fourteen other deaths were reported by

the Civil Defense Office and the Red
Cross in three other provinces and a Man-
ila suburb. The official Philippine news

agency reported nine missing.

The Civil Defense Office said Irma

damaged or flooded the homes of 24. 1 37

families housing 141.974 persons. The

office said 17.557 persons were taken to

evacuation centers.

As Irma headed out of the coumry.

weather forecasters were monitoring a

tropical storm named Jeff, brewing 478

miles east of the Philippines. But Jeff,

packing center winds of 47 mph. was still

too faraway to threaten the country, they

said.

Plane crash caused

by bomb or missile

ROME. Nov. 25 I AFP) — * missile or

bombeaused the deaths of 81 persons when a

DC- 9 plane crashed over Ustica island in the

Tyrrhenian Sea on June 27. 19HI*. Italian

judges quoted by reliable sources indicated

here.

The judges investigating the incident had
asked British officials, some of them from the

Royal Armament Research and Develop-
ment Establishment, to carry out enquiries.

The British experts concluded that a blast,

on a Bologna- Palermo flight, happened when
the Itavia Company's DC-V came into con-
tact with an external missile, or when a bomb
inside the plane exploded.

The sources added that the judges may
now have to order the dredging up of the

wrecked plane lying Jeep in waters off Ustica

island. The operation would cost approxi-

mately 1 S.UtK) million lire (SI 3 million).

LONDON. Nov. 25 (R) — Iran's

revolutionary authorities, who propose to

nationalize foreign trade to try to reduce

inflation, have jailed many of the country's

wealthiest businessmen, apparently for

alleged profiteering.

Hojaioleslam Nazi, head of a revolutio-

nary tribunal dealing with commercial

crimes, revealed the arrests in an interview in

Tuesday's Etela 'at newspaper. He gave no

names but described the detainees as

“dependent and foreign individuals."

HojatoJeslam Nazi told Etela ’at that “a

large number of businessmen who intended

to paralyze the country'seconomy" had been

taken to Tehran's Evin Prison. Iran's hard-

line fundamentalist leaders have pledged to

attack "economic terrorists" after they Have

checked a wave of violence, mainly by leftists

opposed to clergy rule.

Iranian leader Ayatollah Khomeini has

given his blessing to "the fundamentalist-led

government to go ahead with nationalizing

foreign trade, much of it at present controlled

by the powerful merchants of Tehran's big

bazaar (market).

Last May. the government presented to the

Majlis (
parliament) plans to take over fore-

ign trade, estimated to be worth SIS billion

this year. The aim of the plans is to wrest

profitable business from the rich “bazaaris"

t merchants).

Iran's vital oil industry is already under

national control but the bazaaris are involved

in other lucrative imports and exports, such

as Persian carpets.

Nationalizing all foreign trade is laid down

LONDON. Nov. 25 ( R) — Britain's Social

Democrats Wednesday appeared on the

brink of a stunning by-cleciion victory that

would give them their first parliamentary seal

won under their own banner.

The latest public opinion poll predicted

Shirley Williams, a leader of the Social

Democratic Party (SDP) . would capture

Crosby . a bastion of the governing Conserva-
tive Pany. in the most sensational electoral

upset this century.

The National Opinion Poll t NOP) in the

London Daily Mail put Mrs. Williams, a 51-

year-old former Labor Party cabinet minis-

ter. 15 percentage points ahead of Conserva-
tive candidate John Butcher.

Fully 50 percent of748 persons polled said

they would vote for the SDP. Some 35 per-

cent intended to vote Conservative and 14
percent Labor, leaving six fringe candidates

to share the remaining one percent.

Such result would turn the Conservative
majority of more than IQ.ihmi in the 1979
election into an SDP landslide in the Crosby,
a collection of dormitory suburbs outside
Liverpool on England's northwest coast.

The opposition Labor Party's candidate.
John Backhouse, would be close to losinc his
15H sterling (5285) deposit for foiling to get
more than 12.5 percent of the votes cast.
Bookmakers reported heavy betting for the
SDP with more than lll.uuil sterling
(SI9.ut.iU) backed in one dav.

They made ihe odds one-co-five for the
Social Democrats, meaning one had to wager
five sterling (S9.5U) lo win one sterling ($
1.9ID Mrs. Williams also won the endorse-

in Iran’s Islamic constitution, drawn up after

the 1979 revolution, and the hard-line fun-

damentalists have been pushing for it since.

But there is also a politically-
conservatives cleric heirarchy. with tradi-

tional links with the bazaar merchants, who.
along with other moderate clergymen and
politicians, have opposed the nationalizing

plans.

Iranian sources, contacted from London,
said eventual endorsement of the plans is a

foreign conclusion since Ayatollah Khomeini
has already approved them.To bypass oppos-

ition over other legislation — land reform —
Khomeini recently empowered the Majlis to

ignore certain parliamentary formalities to

speed up debate on the issue.

Thedelayin Majlis action on the national-

ization plans stems from the influence of the

Tehran bazaar, believed to be the biggest in

the Middle East.

The bazaaris won popular respect by

financing Ayatollah Khomeini's 16-year

exile and the revolution which swept the Shah
from power in 1979. The fundamentalists

believe they must restrict private business to

fight the economic crisis, particularly infla-

tion which is estimated to be running at an
annual 35 percent.

Since the revolution, bazaaris have often

been accused of hoarding goods, profiteering

and helpingopposition groups. Several prom-
inent merchants have been executed and
dozens of shopkeepers have been flogged in

public. Hojatoleslam Nazi said some mer-
chants had fled the country but their property

would be confiscated.

mem of the The Times of London, which said

in an editorial Wednesday:
"Her party will be the stronger and politi-

cal life in rhis country will be healthier ifshe is

once again in the House ofCommons— good
enough reasons for the voters of Crosby to
send her there tomorrow."

If, as expected. Mrs. Williams wins the
seat, she will become rhe first person elected
to parliament as a member of the SDP. The
Social Democrats already have 22 members
of parliament but they were all elected in the
1979 general election under different colors.

AH but one of the them, a former Conserva-
tive. were members of the Labor Pany who
became disaffected over its lurch toward
more left-wing policies.

Despite the wave of voter sentiment for

Mrs. Williams. Backhouse, the Labor candi-
date. declared: " I do not accept that I am not
going to be the new MP for Crosby."
Butcher, trying to hold on to a seat that has
always elected a Conservative since the dis-

trict was formed in 1918. insisted: "I am not
losing this election. I am winning it."

OPEC price formula
VIENNA. Nov. 25 (AFP) — The Organ-

ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) is unlikely to reach an oil price-

fixing formula in the near future, observers at

the OPEC energy and development seminar
here said Wednesday.
OPEC s long-term strategy’ committee is

studying a formula which would link OPEC
oil prices to the state of the market and other

factors such as inflation rates in industrialized

countries;

Israel tells

America of
barring

EEC troops
TEL AVIV, Nov. 25 (Agencies)— Prime

Minister Menahem Begin told the U.S.

ambassador Wednesday that Israel will bar
four European Economic Community coun-
tries from joining the Sinai peacekeeping
force, Israel radio reported.

Official confirmation of Begins reported

statement was not available. The U.S.

Embassy in Tel Aviv would say only that the

Sinai force was discussed at a meeting bet-

ween Begin and Ambassador Samuel Lewis
in Jerusalem.
The final decision on whether to permit

France, Great Britain, Italy and the Nether-

lands to join the force is to be made Sunday
by Begin's cabinet, but one of Begin' s aides,

personal secretary Yehiet Kadishai, told

reporters in Jerusalem be had” no doubt that

the cabinet would reject” the Europeans.

The four European countries announced
Monday they were willing to join the U.S.-

sponsored force, but Israel was angered
because they made statements supporting a

future role e for the Palestine Liberation

Organization in< Mideast peace negotiations.

So far only Colombia, Uruguay and Fiji

have agreed unconditionally to join the Sinai

force, which is to be in place before next April

when Israel withdraws from the final sector of
the Sinai peninsula. Washington had hoped
for a wide international representation on the

Sinai force to bolster the Israel-Egypt peace

treaty. U.S. troops are to make up half the

2,500-man force.

Both the United States and Egypt wel-

comed the European willingness to join, and
Australia and New Zealand said they also

would contribute if the Europeans were part

of the force. Australia, however, informed
Israel that it would back out if Israel rejected

the Europeans.
New Zealand's position was not dear.

Deputy foreign ministry spokesman Yaacov
Marmelstein said New Zealand agreed to

participate without conditions, but a spokes-

man at the Australian Embassy said New
Zealand previously had linke'd its partin'pa-

tion to Australia's decision.

A visiting American Congressman, Demo-
crat Charles Wilson of Texas, met Foreign

Minister Yitzhak Shamir in Jerusalem and
told reporters afterward: ** Mr. Shamir indi-

cated very strongly he would not accept

European conditions and if the European
contingent is dependent on European • con-

ditions he would not accept it.”

Editorials in the main Israeli newspapers

came out strongly against accepting Euro-
pean participation if it was linked to the Ven-
ice declaration. The English-language
Jerusalem Post headlined its editorial "A
Time to Say No.”

Another caller on Begin was Australian

Ambassador David Goss. An Australian

Embassy official said he told Begin of

Australia's willingness to take part in the

Sinai force, but made it clear this was depen-
dent on the Europeans going in as well.

Some Israeli officials suggested that Israel

might ask the European governments to

revise their statements.

Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papan-
dreou told journalists in Paris Wednesday
that Greece opposed the participation of a

joint European multinational force in the
Sinai, because he did not accept the Camp
David accords.

Good Morning
By Jihad A! khazen

The world, according to some, is divis-

ible into the Eastern and Western camps.

To others, the real division is between the

North and the South, or the nations which

can afford themselves and those which are

increasingly falling behind in the race for

the better life.

Forme, however, there is 3 further divi-

sion. That between the letter-writing and

non-letter-writing nations or cultures. We
Arabs, of course, are probably among the

world's most assiduous and dedicated

non-letter-writers, rivaled perhaps only

by the Spaniards, among whom, appar-

ently, non-letter-writing is a highly

developed and respected art.

In my personal case, I have often tried

lo break through into the letter-writing

side of the divide , and, to prove it. a have

full filing cabinet ofhalf-finished or simply

unmailed letters.

Recently, I had occasion to take this

collection out and go through it. Wha:
struck me as a result was how right the

non-letter-writing culture is in its attitude,

and how wrong I was to try to become a

letter- writer.

For my suspicion that you can't really

say anything original or interesting in j

letter — unless of course you are Lord
Byron — was amply confirmed. 1 could

send those same letters, many of them
written donkey's years back, to the same
people now, and they would hardly notice

anything strange. All you need do is alter

the detail here and there; otherwise the

questions and complaints are exactly the

same.

For instance, when inquiring about the

addressee's kids, simply change "school”

to "university," or even “job.” And when
complaining to a friend that Arab politics

are in a mess, just alter the names of lead-

ers and regimes and you have essentiaily

the same story.

Translated from Asharq Al -Awsat

IRA prisoner

staging fast
LONDON, Nov. 25 (AP) - An IRA man

at Albany Prison on the Isle of Wight ha.«.

been on hunger strike for a month seeking to

overturn his conviction in two Birmingham
bombings in 1974 that killed 21 persons and
injured 184, the Home office confirmed
Tuesday.
A spokesman said Patrick Hill, 36, serving

21 concurrent life sentences, was in "com-
fortable” condition Tuesday in the prison

hospital ward.

The outlawed Irish Republican Army's
political arm, Sinn Fein, said Hill bega n refus-

ing food Oct. 25 after the Housing of Lords
rejected an appeal to reopen his case on the
basis of new evidence.

“Patrick Hill felt that there was no other
channel open to him other than to go on
hunger strike. ” said a Sinn Fein statement
issued in Belfast.

Hill, an unemployed father of six originally
form Belfast, was arrested on ferry a short
time after the Nov. 21. 1974, explosions at
the Mulberry Bush and Tavern in the town
Pubs in Birmingham. Forensic experts later
testified they were “99 percent certain” he
had been handling explosives. -

Sinn Fein said he has been attempting io
"see the policemen concerned in the case” in
hopes of disproving the forensic evidence.
Seven othermembers of the IRA and three

of the splinter guerrilla group the Irish
National Liberation Armv starved the

»uiivc me .maze rnson near ueitasi.
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